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I. Introduction

The term helicate was introduced by Lehn and co-workers in 1987 for the description of a polymetallic helical double-stranded complex, in effect a metal-containing helix.¹ It is formed by the contraction of the word helix (Greek: ἡλιξ, winding, convolution, spiral) with the suffix -ate, characterizing host–guest complexes between (pre)organized receptors and metal ions in the same way as as coronates (macrocyclic complexes of alkali or alkaline earth)² or cryptates (macropolycyclic complexes with one or more encapsulated metal ions).³ One may draw a rough analogy between the structure of nucleic acids and that of helicates with, on one hand, the two right-handed polynucleotide chains wound around a central axis defined by the hydrogen-bonded complementary nucleic bases in DNA (1),⁴ and on the other, the two polyatomic ligand strands wrapped about a series of coordinated metal ions in helicates (2) (Figure 1). However, the similarities between these helical structures are very limited and the helicates present only a limited interest as biomimetic models.⁵

The importance of the helicates is related to the development and the understanding of self-processes in supramolecular chemistry.⁶ The spontaneous generation of the helix 2 was perceived at that time as a self-assembly process similar to those studied in biology⁷ and in physics.⁸ Intense research activities have been focused on this new field in order to explore and apply its power of design and control for the selective preparation of complicated organized chemical architectures. Among the numerous concepts which have emerged from the work dedicated to helicates, four are crucial in supramolecular chemistry:⁶ molecular recognition which represents the selective interaction between two or more components in a self-process, self-organization which is related to systems capable of spontaneously generating a well-defined (functional) supramolecular architecture from its complementary components under a given set of conditions, self-assembly which corresponds to an elemental step within a self-organization process, and (supra)molecular programing which involves the incorporation of instructions into the components of a self-assembly.⁶ The fundamental research on helicates has led recently to new fascinating extended programed metallosupramolecular architectures based on multicomponent self-assemblies such as directional light-converting devices,⁹ inorganic two-dimensional racks, ladders¹⁰ and grids,¹¹ intertwined catenanes and knots,¹² and allosteric ionophores.¹³

The self-assembly of supramolecular complexes resulting from noncovalent interactions has been reviewed recently by Lawrence, Jiang, and Levett¹⁴ and detailed discussions of interlocked and intertwined structures have been reported by Stoddart and co-workers.¹⁵ In these reviews, some aspects of...
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required for their spontaneous generation. Particular attention will be focused on (i) the molecular helicity in helicates, (ii) the physical and chemical factors controlling the thermodynamic self-assembly leading to the helicates, and (iii) the structural characterization of these metallosupramolecular edifices.

There is a large variety of coordination compounds whose molecular structure may be loosely described as helical. Pseudotetrahedral complexes possessing two unsymmetrical bidentate AB-type ligands coordinated to a central metal ion [M(AB)₂] (Figure 2a) or pseudooctahedral complexes [M(AB)₃] or [M(AA)₃] (Figure 2b) correspond to helical complexes since the absolute configuration of the metal ion produces right-handed (Δ = P) or left-handed (Λ = M) helicity along their principal C₂, C₃, or C₄ axes.

The concept of a helicate indeed implies an extension of these classical coordination complexes toward more complicated helical supermolecules in which two or more ions (in general cations) lie on the helical axis. A helicate is thus a discrete helical supramolecular complex constituted by one or more covalent organic strands wrapped about and coordinated to a series of ions defining the helical axis. This review covers the field of metallosupramolecular helicates which match the two following requirements:

(1) One or more organic acyclic ligand strands are helically wrapped and coordinated to cations (or anions) by coordinate bonds (dative bonds). This condition excludes helical arrays produced by hydrogen bonds as found in DNA and in other supramolecular assemblies. Helically distorted macroyclic, macrobicyclic and knotted structures are also excluded, but the acyclic double-stranded helical precursors of knots and interlocked [2]-catenates will be considered together with helicates derived from podand ligands. A helicate contains a minimum of two ions (n ≥ 2, n is the nuclearity) and forms a discrete...
polynuclear oligomer. Classical mononuclear propellers derived from tetrahedral, octahedral, and tricapped trigonal prismatic complexes will not be considered. Polynuclear or infinite helical arrays resulting from crystallization or packing processes (other forms of self-assembly) will not be mentioned. Although the term ‘helicate’ appeared only in 1987, some early reports describing double- and triple-stranded polynuclear coordination complexes will be considered in this review which will thus cover the subject from the report of Harris and McKenzie who proposed for the first time a helical structure for their dinuclear Cu(II) complex (Chart 1), reminiscent of what is now termed a triple-stranded helicate. The literature has been covered until March 1997.

II. Principles and Classification of Self-Assembled Helicates

One of the most fascinating aspects of supramolecular chemistry is the spontaneous formation of organized architectures from successive molecular recognition processes between various components. The selectivity of the self-assembly process depends on (i) the stereoelectronic molecular informations encoded in the components (i.e., the intrinsic information) and (ii) the external conditions used for the reading, the recognition and the expression of this information in the final supramolecular edifices.

A. The Intrinsic Information

The generation of the final metallosupramolecular helicate results from specific interactions between the covalent organic ligand strands and the central ions. With one exception, metallic cations are systematically used in helicate self-assembly since they possess useful properties for the assembly process: (i) a set of coordination numbers and stereochemical preferences depending on their size, charge and electronic structure, (ii) a large variation in binding strength and kinetic stability (for instance, d6 low-spin Ru(II) and Os(II) produce inert and strongly covalent bonds while weak and labile electrostatic bonds are found in Na(I) complexes), (iii) variable affinities for different binding units, and (iv) specific magnetic, electronic, and spectroscopic properties expressed in the final helicates. Points i–iv correspond to the intrinsic information borne by the metal ion which
should closely match the binding possibilities of the organic ligand strands if these assemblies are to give predictable and well-defined products. The use of covalent synthesis for the preparation of organic strands offers almost unlimited possibilities for designing receptors with suitable and complementary intrinsic informations. These ligands should possess (i) several binding units along the strand allowing the recognition and coordination of the various metal ions, (ii) judicious spacers between the binding units which are rigid enough to prevent the coordination of several binding units of one strand to the same metal ion, but flexible enough to undergo helication and to wrap about the metal ions to produce stable polynuclear complexes. It has been shown recently that severe steric constraints in the ligand backbone prevent the self-assembly of helicates and generate symmetry-driven metal-containing clusters derived from the combination of incommensurate symmetry requirements. As one can foresee, there are several possibilities for programming suitable molecular informations within the components (i.e., the ligand strands and the metal ions) and this is the basic point of the classification of helicates proposed in this review. First, the number of coordinated strands are associated with single-, double-, and triple-stranded helicates possessing respectively, one, two and three strands wrapped about the metal ions. Identical coordinated strands correspond to homostranded helicates while the presence of different strands leads to heterostranded helicates. Intuitively, it is obvious that there are two major types of strands in helicates. The first category contains coordinated ligand strands possessing a sequence of similar binding units along the strand with similar intrinsic informations leading to homotopic helicates. The second category results from coordinated ligand strands possessing different binding units providing a directionality within the strand. The resulting helicates are termed heterotopic and exist in two isomeric forms according to the orientations of the coordinated binding units (head-to-head, HH, or head-to-tail, HT). Each category is further split into saturated helicate when the stereoechemical requirements of the metal ions are fulfilled by the donor atoms of the strands and unsaturated when supplementary ligands (X in the Scheme 1) complete the coordination sphere of the metals.

1. Saturated Homotopic Helicates

Dinuclear \((n = 2)\) saturated homotopic helicates possess at least one coordinated strand with a \(C_2\) axis or a \(\sigma\)-symmetry plane passing through the ligand and perpendicular to the helical axis. They result from the assembly of symmetrical organic ligands possessing two identical binding units (homotopic = same denticity, same connectivity, same donor atoms) disposed along the strand with metal ions whose stereoechemical requirements are completely fulfilled (saturated) by the coordinating units of the organic strands. For helicates with higher nuclearities \((n \geq 3)\), these symmetry requirements are not sufficient since they only relate two parts of the coordinated strand, but they do not ensure that the binding units are similar along the strand. Therefore, homotopic helicates with \(n \geq 3\) result when (i) at least one coordinated strand possesses a \(C_2\) axis or a \(\sigma\)-symmetry plane perpendicular to the helical axis and (ii) the binding units along the strands are similar (same denticity, same connectivity and same donor atoms) and separated by similar spacers. Intuitively, homotopic helicates lead to palindromic helices (constant pitch). Let us consider spherical \(d^{10}\) Cu(I) ions which display a preference for pseudotetrahedral \(D_{2d}\) coordination with \(2,2'\)-bipyridine or analogous \(\alpha,\alpha'\)-diimine ligands, and the \(C_2\)-symmetrical oligobipyridine which possesses three \(2,2'\)-bipyridine units connected by two oxopropylene spacers. Reaction of 4 with Cu(I) in a chloroform/acetonitrile mixture produces quantitatively and selectively the \(D_{2d}\)-symmetrical double-stranded trinuclear helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(4)_2]^{3+}\) (2) where the two ligand strands are wrapped around the three metal ions, each Cu(I) being pseudotetrahedrally coordinated by two bidentate \(2,2'\)-bipyridine.
units satisfying its stereochemical requirements (Figure 3).\(^1\) \([\text{Cu}_3(41)_2]^{2+}\) is classified as a homotopic helicate because the coordinated ligand strands possess a C\(_2\)-axis perpendicular to the helical axis and the three binding units are similar (2,2'-bipyridine) although the central bidentate binding units is not identical (symmetrically speaking) to the terminal binding units.

According to the terminology developed by Lehn,\(^6\) the assembly of 2 amounts to a “tetrahedral reading by Cu(I) of the molecular information stored in the strand 4” and variations on this unifying theme have led to an important part of the research work dedicated to helicates. One major goal is thus to encode suitable intrinsic informations into the components to generate programed helicates based on bidentate or tridentate binding units and various metal ions. Tetrahedral metal ions react with oligobidentate ligands to give double-stranded helicates, while octahedral metal ions require oligo-tridentate strands to produce analogous double-stranded helicates. Triple-stranded helicates result from octahedral metal ions with oligo-bidentate organic strands or tricapped trigonal prismatic ions with oligo-tridentate ligands (Table 1).\(^6,29\) A higher level of molecular programing may result from ligands or metal ions possessing ambivalent intrinsic informations. For instance, the bis-bidentate ligand 5 possesses binding units which are compatible with tetrahedral or octahedral metal ions and reaction with Cu(I) gives quantitatively the double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_2(5)_2]^{2+}\) where each Cu(I) is tetrahedrally coordinated by two bidentate units, while the triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Co}_3(5)_2]^{3+}\) is obtained with pseudoctahedral Co(II) (Figure 4a).\(^{29}\) On the other hand, Cu(II) is well known to produce variable and distorted coordination geometries among which five-coordinate complexes are often observed. Its stereochemical requirements are fulfilled by the simultaneous complexation of one bidentate and one tridentate binding unit leading to the self-assembled saturated homotopic trinuclear double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(41)_2]^{2+}\) which is the only fully characterized helicate possessing different strands 4 and 6. It is thus termed a double-heterostranded helicate in contrast to homostranded helicates which contain identical strands (Figure 4b).\(^{30}\) Table 1 summarizes the possible saturated dinuclear homotopic helicates generated from a suitable match of intrinsic informations.

2. Saturated Heterotopic Helicates

When the coordinated strands in a dinuclear helicate do not possess a C\(_2\) axis or a \(\sigma\)-symmetry passing through the ligand and perpendicular to the helical axis, the strands exhibit a directionality analogous to that defined by Mislow for cyclotris\(^3\) and the resulting helicates are termed heterotopic. Stereoisomeric helicates result from the various possible arrangements of the strands: For a double-stranded helicate, two different orientations must be considered (i) a head-to-head arrangement (HH) where the identical binding units of each strand are coordinated to the same metal ion and (ii) a head-to-tail arrangement (HT) corresponding to the coordination of the different binding units of each strand to the same metal. For higher nuclearities \((n \geq 3)\), the existence

---

**Table 1. Classification of Saturated Homotopic Dinuclear Homo- and Heterostranded Helicates According to Their Intrinsic Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>denticity of the binding units</th>
<th>stereochemical preferences of the metal ion</th>
<th>helicates</th>
<th>idealized symmetry</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–monodentate</td>
<td>two-coordinate (linear)</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>D(_2)</td>
<td>[Cu(_3(41)_2)]^{2+}</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–monodentate</td>
<td>three-coordinate (trigonal)</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>D(_3)</td>
<td>[Cu(_3(11)_2)]^{2+}</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–bidentate</td>
<td>four-coordinate (tetrahedral)</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>D(_2)</td>
<td>[Zn(_3(32)_2)]^{2+}</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–bidentate</td>
<td>six-coordinate (octahedral)</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>D(_3)</td>
<td>[Co(_3(5)_2)]^{3+}</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tridentate–trideterminate</td>
<td>six-coordinate (octahedral)</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>D(_2)</td>
<td>[Cd(_3(33)_2)]^{2+}</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tridentate–trideterminate</td>
<td>nine-coordinate (ttp)(^6)</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>D(_3)</td>
<td>[Eu(_3(98)_2)]^{3+}</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono–mono + bi–bi(^c)</td>
<td>three-coordinate</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C(_2)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono–mono + tri–tri(^c)</td>
<td>four-coordinate</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C(_2)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono–mono + tri–tri + tri–tri(^c)</td>
<td>five-coordinate</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C(_2)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono–mono + bi–bi + tri–tri(^c)</td>
<td>six-coordinate</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C(_2)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mono–mono + bi–bi + tri–tri + tri–tri(^c)</td>
<td>eight-coordinate</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C(_2)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Only a trinuclear example has been reported. \(^b\)ttp: tricapped trigonal prismatic. \(^c\) Heterostranded helicates: mono, monodentate; bi, bidentate; and tri, tridentate.
of different coordinated binding units along the strand is a sufficient condition to produce a heterotopic helicate. The quinquepyridine strand provides a simple example because it may be separated into one bidentate “bipyridine” segment and one tridentate “terpyridine” segment upon complexation to metal ions (Figure 5). With Pd(II), the two strands adopt a head-to-tail arrangement leading to the C2-symmetrical saturated heterotopic double-stranded helicate (HT)-[Pd2(7)2]4+ where each metal ion occupies a coordination site satisfying its stereochemical requirements (Figure 5).

An analogous behavior, reminiscent of the facial–meridional isomerism found in mononuclear octahedral complexes, is expected for triple-stranded helicates. The segmental ligand 8 reacts with La(III) in acetonitrile to give selectively the C1-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate (HHT)-[La2-(8)3]6+ where two strands adopt a head-to-head arrangement while the third ligand is oriented head-to-tail leading to different metal environments with respectively seven and eight-coordinated N-donor atoms. The isomeric C3-symmetrical saturated heterotopic head-to-head triple-stranded helicate (HHH)-[LaZn(8)3]5+ is obtained when La(III) and Zn(II) react with 8 in acetonitrile (Figure 6).

3. Unsaturated Homo- and Heterotopic Helicates

A mismatch between the intrinsic informations encoded in the components does not lead systematically to intricate mixtures of complexes, and the selective generation of a well-defined self-assembled helicate may result from (i) a partial use of the binding possibilities of the strands and (ii) an incomplete filling of the coordination sphere of the metal ion by the ligand strands (unsaturated) combined with the binding of supplementary ligands (anions, solvent molecules) to fulfill the stereochemical requirements of the metal. Among the numerous possibilities, only few single-, double-, and triple-stranded unsaturated helicates have been investigated and characterized, probably as a result of the lower selectivity of these type of multicomponent assemblies. As described for saturated helicates, C2- or o-symmetrical ligand strands generally produce unsaturated homotopic helicates as exemplified...
by the bis-monodentate ligand 9 which reacts with Nd(III) to give the unsaturated homotopic triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Nd}_2(9)_3(\text{NO}_3)_6]\) (Figure 7).38 Unsaturated heterotopic helicates result from the assembly of unsymmetrical organic strands with metal ions whose stereochemical requirements are not fulfilled by head-to-head or head-to-tail arrangements of the ligands. For instance, the reaction of the quinquepyridine 7 with the versatile Cu(II) readily gives the head-to-head unsaturated heterotopic double-stranded helicate \((\text{HH})-\text{[Cu}_2(7)_2(\text{OAc})]^{2+}\). One Cu(II) is six-coordinated by the two terpyridine subunits and the second Cu(II) lies in a strongly distorted five-coordinate site produced by the two remaining bipyridine units and one monodentate acetate anion (Figure 5).39

**B. Self-Assembly of Helicates**

In order to generate programed helicates, the intrinsic informations of the components must be recognized and expressed efficiently and completely by the assembly process. In general, the reaction between the ligand strands and the metal ions belongs to the category described by Lindsey as strict self-assembly,7 in which the final helicate corresponds to the most thermodynamically stable product.6,25 Since the final product requires the formation of several bonds, the kinetic of bond formation and dissociation must be rapid in order (i) to explore completely the potential energy hypersurface of the assembly process leading to the minimum of free energy and (ii) to allow the rejection of “errors” corresponding to only local energy minima. Coordinate bonds appear to be particularly suitable because their considerable strength35 (compared to other

**Table 2. Classification of Homostranded Saturated Heterotopic Dinuclear Helicates According to Their Intrinsic Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>denticity of the binding units</th>
<th>stereochemical preferences of the metal ions</th>
<th>arrangement</th>
<th>helicates</th>
<th>idealized symmetry</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–bidentate</td>
<td>three-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–bidentate</td>
<td>four-coordinate + five-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–bidentate</td>
<td>two-coordinate + four-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–bidentate</td>
<td>six-coordinate + four-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–tridentate</td>
<td>four-coordinate + three-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–tridentate</td>
<td>five-coordinate + seven-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–tridentate</td>
<td>two-coordinate + six-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monodentate–tridentate</td>
<td>three-coordinate + six-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–tridentate</td>
<td>five-coordinate + nine-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>[Pd₂(7)₄]^{4+}</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–tridentate</td>
<td>seven-coordinate + eight-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>[La₂(8)₆]^{6+}</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–tridentate</td>
<td>four-coordinate + six-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>double-stranded</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>[CoAg(7)₃]^{3+}</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bidentate–tridentate</td>
<td>six-coordinate + nine-coordinate</td>
<td>head-to-tail</td>
<td>triple-stranded</td>
<td>C₃</td>
<td>[EuZn(109)]^{5+}</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Self-assembly of saturated heterotopic triple-stranded helicates with the segmental ligand 8. (HHT)-[La₃(8)]^{6+} is head-to-tail while (HHH)-[LaZn(8)]^{5+} is head-to-head.36,37

**Figure 7.** Self-assembly of an unsaturated homotopic triple-stranded helicate [Nd₂(9)_3(\text{NO}_3)_6].38 (Reproduced with permission from ref 38, Copyright 1993 Royal Society of Chemistry.)
labile noncovalent hydrogen bonds\(^{40}\) or dispersion forces\(^{41}\) leads to large free energy changes upon the formation of the final metallosupramolecular complexes, and their lability\(^{42}\) allows strict self-assembly. Obviously, the kinetic and thermodynamic behavior is controlled by the usual external factors (temperature, pressure, activities) which are as important as the intrinsic stereochromical informations for the selective production of stable helicates. The thermodynamic parameters of multicomponent self-assemblies\(^{9}\) are particularly sensitive to external conditions\(^{37,43}\) as exemplified by the self-assembly of the saturated heterotopic triple-stranded helicate (HHH) - [LaZn\((\text{bipy})_2\)]\(^{2+}\) which dissociates into its homonuclear precursors [Zn\((\text{bipy})_2\)]\(^{2+}\) and (HHT)-[La\((\text{bipy})_2\)]\(^{2+}\) upon dilution and whose quantitative formation is limited to a stoichiometric ratio \(\text{La}:\text{Zn}=1:1.3\) and concentrations larger than 0.005 M (Figure 46).\(^{37,44}\) Similarly, the analogous double-stranded helicate (HHH) - [CoAg\((\text{bipy})_2\)]\(^{3+}\) exists in thermodynamic equilibrium with its mononuclear precursors [Co\((\text{bipy})_2\)\((\text{CH}_3\text{CN})_2\)]\(^{2+}\) and [Ag\((\text{bipy})_2\)]\(^+\) and it is quantitatively formed under suitable external conditions.\(^{34}\) Three interrelated secondary thermodynamic factors are associated with self-assembly: allostery, regulation and cooperativity\(^6\) which are often crucial for the spontaneous generation of helicates. These features are observed when the occupation of a given site leads to a change in the binding properties of the other site(s) making binding easier or more difficult associated respectively with positive or negative cooperativity.\(^{45}\) Poly-nuclear helicates offer fascinating possibilities for the study of these phenomena and positive cooperativity has been reported for the selective formation of dinuclear double-stranded helicates similar to 2.\(^{46,47}\)

### III. Helicates and Molecular Helicity

A helix is charaterized by a helical axis, a screw sense (i.e., its chirality), and a pitch (rate of axially linear to angular properties). Thus helicity is a special case of chirality, because it implies two additional properties: When a chiral object has not all the helical properties, nor by a simple adaptation can be given them, the specialized helical model is inapplicable, and the object belongs to the general case of chirality as noted by Cahn, Ingold, and Prelog.\(^{24}\) Geometrically speaking, a helix is the figure generated by the motion of a point around and along a line: the helical axis. Ideally, the axis is a straight line and the two kinds of motion are circular and linear at a constant distance \(r\) from the axis producing a cylindrical (constant radius) palindromic (constant pitch) helix (Figure 8).\(^{48}\) It may be right-handed (plus, \(P\)) or left-handed (minus, \(M\)) according whether the rotation is clockwise or anticlockwise when the helix is considered to wind from the viewer’s eye toward a point distant from the viewer.\(^{49}\) One turn of the helix along the helical axis (\(z\)) subtends a circle of area \(A\) in the plane \(xy\) measuring the motion in the \(x\) and \(y\) directions, while the projection of both extremities of the helix onto the \(z\) axis measures the pitch \(L\) (i.e., the motion in the \(z\) direction, Figure 8). The product \(A \times L\) gives the volume \(V\) of the helix domain defined by the thread. When the line changes its helicity, domains of opposite helicity arise, leading to an amphiverse helix.

The net helicity is measured by the difference in volume of the right- and the left-handed helix domains while the absolute helicity is given by the total volume of the helix domain.\(^{48}\) These strict definitions require some modifications to be applied to chemical edifices. For a molecular helix, the arrangement of atoms can be described by a combination of rotation and translation processes characterized by a pitch, a helical axis, a screw direction, and a radius, but with nonideal subtended geometrical figures.\(^{49}\) Brewer\(^{48}\) has studied in detail the helical arrays produced by short chains of tetrahedral atoms \((n = 4–6)\) and has extended this “helical conductor model” for the description of many-turn \([2]\)-helices. Depending on the orientation and the sign of the successive dihedral angles within the chain of atoms, complex geometrical figures are obtained and ring, star, rectangular, amphiverse, radial, and step helices have been differentiated.\(^{48}\)

For ideal helicates, the helical axis is defined by the root-mean-square line passing through the metal...
ions while the organic strands provide the helical arrays of atoms. However, this helical system is significantly more complicated than the two atom and two bond motif of [2]-helices treated by Brewster because (i) different motif of atoms arise along the strand and (ii) cyclic subunits (pyridine, benzimidazole, cyclohexane, etc.) are often incorporated into the organic ligand leading to a spatial expansion of the strand roughly perpendicular to the helical axis: the screw thread. A complete mathematical treatment of helicity in helicates has yet to be given, but a simplified approach considering the ligand strands as a crooked line constituted of binding units separated by spacers and wrapped around the metal ions, is usually used for the qualitative description of idealized helicate structures (Figure 9).

If we neglect the helical domain produced by the spacers between the binding units (i.e., we assign a negligible contribution of the spacer to the total helical pitch), the helicity of the helicate may be deduced from the absolute configurations of the metal ions (Figure 2). For a simple dinuclear saturated homotopic helicate (i.e., a palindromic helix), two extreme situations must be considered: (i) the two metals display opposite absolute configurations (P and M) leading to a subtended line with no generated area and corresponding to a side-by-side arrangement of the ligand strands around the metal ions and (ii) the two metal ions possess identical absolute configurations (P, P or M, M) leading to a fraction of a subtended circle compatible with a helical arrangement of the strands. This simple analysis may be applied to various types of helicates described in Section IV and Figures 10–12 summarize the geometrical characteristics of idealized di- and trinuclear single-, double-, or triple-stranded helicates produced by the various combinations of side-by-side and helical arrangement of the strand(s) with metal ions of P or M absolute configurations.

A careful examination of Figures 10–12 shows that the chiral and helical properties of the helicates depend on the parity of the number of metal ions n (i.e., the nuclearity). When n = 2, the side-by-side helicates are achiral (i.e., they possess a symmetry plane σ) and correspond to amphiverse helices with a zero net helicity. Chiral helices result when the two metal ions display the same absolute configuration. More complicated chiral or achiral irregular helicates are expected when n is even and n ≥ 4 and
ligands to the screw turn and the ligand arrangement. The leading to the formation of diastereomers according introduces a second source of chirality in the helicate.

Irregular helicates are heterotopic. When dinuclear and trinuclear helicates with ligand strands. Regular helicates are homotopic while irregular helicates are heterotopic.

Figure 12. Helical and chiral properties of triple-stranded dinuclear and trinuclear helicates with $C_2$-symmetrical ligand strands. Regular helicates are homotopic while irregular helicates are heterotopic.

Chart 2

Characterized. When $n$ is odd, both side-by-side and helical arrangement of the strands lead to chiral helicates belonging to the same point group (single-stranded, $C_2$; double-stranded, $D_2$; and triple-stranded, $D_3$). An irregular succession of $P$ and $M$ metal ions (shown for $n = 3$ in Figures 10–12) leads to chiral irregular helicates.

The use of enantiomerically pure chiral strands introduces a second source of chirality in the helicate leading to the formation of diastereomers according to the screw turn and the ligand arrangement. The ligands $10,11,12,13$ (Chart 2) possess two stereogenic centres in order to induce specific helicity in the final helicates and may lead to complicated mixtures of stereoisomers. For instance, the ligand strand (R,R)-12 reacts with Ga(III) to give the saturated triple-stranded helicate $[Ga_3((R,R)-12)_3]^{6+}$. Depending on the absolute configuration of Ga(III), we expect the generation of two chiral $D_3$-helical homotopic diastereomeric helicates $(P,P)$-$Ga_2-((R,R)-12)_3$ and $(M,M)$-$Ga_2((R,R)-12)_3$ and one chiral heterotopic $C_3$ side-by-side helicate $(P,M)$-$Ga_2-((R,R)-12)_3$. $^1H$ NMR data show that the $(M,M)$-helicate is the only complex formed in solution and that the $(P,P)$- or $(P,M)$-helicates are destabilized by at least 8.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$ at 297 K. $^3$ The meso form $(R,S)$-12 leads to new isomers resulting from head-to-head and head-to-tail arrangement of the ligands in the final helicates. For the dinuclear Ga(III) helicate, we expect the formation of eight diastereomers: (i) two chiral heterotopic head-to-head $C_3$-helical helicates $(HHH)$-$(P,P)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$ and $(HHH)$-$(M,M)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$, (ii) two chiral heterotopic head-to-tail $C_3$-helical helicates $(HHT)$-$(P,P)$-$Ga_2((S,R)-12)_3$ and $(HHT)$-$(M,M)$-$Ga_2((S,R)-12)_3$, (iii) two achiral homotopic head-to-head $C_{3v}$-side-by-side helicates $(HHH)$-$(P,M)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$ and $(HHH)$-$(M,P)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$, and (iv) two achiral homotopic head-to-tail $C_3$-side-by-side helicates $(HHT)$-$(P,M)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$ and $(HHT)$-$(M,P)$-$Ga_2((R,S)-12)_3$.

Finally, further complications arise from two deviations not considered in the ideal case described in Figures 10–12. First, the metal ions do not invariably display $P$ or $M$ absolute configurations. A tetragonal four-coordinate (or a trigonal prismatic six-coordinate) metal ion bound to two (three) bidentate binding units displays a T conformation ($T = \text{trans}$ as proposed by Brewster) leading to nonhelical domains within the final helicate. Secondly, the length of the spacer is often not negligible, which produces supplementary helical domains corresponding to either $P$, $M$ absolute configurations or T conformations. The complete description of the helicity of a particular helicate should thus consider the following points: (i) the helicate is divided into different helical domains corresponding to the binding units coordinated to the metal ions and the spacers between them (Chart 3), (ii) each domain gives a helical contribution to the net helicity according to its absolute configuration $P$, $M$ or conformation T and (iii) other sources of chirality associated with asymmetric centers in the strand may lead to diastereomers.
IV. Synthetic Single-, Double-, and Triple-Stranded Helicates

A. Single-Stranded Helicates

An abundant literature reports the formation of single-stranded mononuclear helical complexes resulting from the reactions of acyclic receptors with alkali, alkaline earth, and transition metal ions. Although mononuclear complexes are not considered in our definition of helicates (see section I), some single-stranded mononuclear helical complexes are important precursors of double-stranded helicates and merit further comments.

1. Mononuclear Helical Complexes as Precursors for Double-Stranded Helicates

The general strategy uses a central metal ion which is too small to fit the cavity of the bound multidentate ligand. Steric interactions between the extremities of the strand induce a slight twisting of the ligand reminiscent of that found in organic helicenes. Several acyclic polyglycols and linear podands wrap around group I and II metals as exemplified by the carbocyclic antibiotic monensin (14, Chart 4) which gives the mononuclear single-stranded helical complex \([\text{Ag(14)}]^+\). The helical twist may be favored by the attachment of rigid and bulky terminal aromatic groups to oligo(ethylene glycol) units.

Chart 4

Compounds 15 and 16 react with Rb⁺ to give helically twisted mononuclear complexes \([\text{Rb(15)}]^+\) and \([\text{Rb(16)}]^+\) in the solid state while \(^1\)H and \(^13\)C NMR spectra of the analogous complex \([\text{Na(17)}]^+\) indicate that P- and M-helices interconvert rapidly on the NMR time scale at room temperature (\(\Delta G^\ddagger \approx 41 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\), Figure 13). The P ↔ M interconversion process may be slowed down by using (i) a more rigid organic backbone as in the carbocyclic helicene whose single-stranded helical complex \([\text{Na(18)}]^+\) racemizes slowly at room temperature, and (ii) a strongly bound and inert metal ion which prevents dissociative pathways for helical interconversion as found in the inert cyclometallated Pt(II) complex 19. Constable and co-workers and Potts and co-workers have shown that the quinquepyridine and its substituted analogues 20–22 and 24–28 may act as pentadentate ligands with transition metal ions to give mononuclear single-stranded helical complexes. The large silver(I) cation (1.09 Å) almost fits the cavity produced by the cisoid arrangement of the five pyridine rings leading to a slight helical twisting of the strand in the crystal structure of \([\text{Ag(7)}]^+\). The X-ray crystal structures of \([\text{Co(21)}]Cl_2\), \([\text{Co(26)}]CH_3OH\)OH\(2\)PF\(6\)2, and [Re(7)Cl\(2\)]ClO\(4\) show the quinquepyridine strand acting as a pentadentate ligand and forming a more pronounced shallow helical twist about the equatorial plane of a pentagonal bipyramidal seven-coordinate metallic center as a result of the smaller size of Co(II) and Re(III) metal ions (Figure 14). The two axial coordination sites are occupied by solvent molecules or chloride anions. In solution, \([\text{Ag(7)}]^+\) and \([\text{Co(L)}\text{S}_2]^2^+\) (\(L = 24–28; S =\) solvent) display an average planar arrangement of the quinquepyridine ligands resulting from rapid inter-
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Figure 13. Configurational interconversion between P and M helical enantiomers of \([\text{Na(17)}]^+\).72
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Figure 14. Space-filling representation of the mononuclear single-stranded helical cations a) \([\text{Ag(7)}]^+\),59 and b) \([\text{Co(26)}]CH_3OH\)OH\(2\)PF\(6\)2. (Reproduced with permission from refs 59 and 61. Copyright 1988 and 1992 Royal Society of Chemistry.)
conversion between the right- and left-handed helical enantiomers.

Surprisingly, the assembly of 7 with cobalt(II) acetate in methanol provides a yellow solid whose elemental analysis corresponds to the dinuclear complex $[\text{Co}_2(7)_2(\text{OAc})](\text{PF}_6)$.

The crystal structure of this unsaturated heterotopic double-stranded helicate (HH)-$[\text{Co}_2(7)_2(\text{OAc})]^3+$ reveals a head-to-head arrangement of the quinquepyridine ligands which are essentially separated into bidentate and tridentate binding units. Two terpyridine subunits are bound to a pseudooctahedral Co(II) and the two remaining bidentate bipyridine units and the bidentate acetate anion are bound to the second six-coordinate Co(II) (Figure 15a).

Interconversion between the double-stranded helicate $[\text{Co}_2(7)_2(\text{OAc})]^3+$ and the mononuclear precursor $[\text{Co}(7)_2S_2]^2+$ occurs in solution and corresponds to a change from six-coordinate to seven-coordinate Co(II) associated with the only modest ligand-field preference of Co(II) for octahedral geometry (Figure 15). This process may be reversed by the addition of a metal ion with a strong preference for tetrahedral coordination which should occupy the site created by the two bipyridine subunits and forces Co(II) to lie in the remaining pseudoctahedral site defined by the terpyridine moieties. This is indeed observed and reaction between the mononuclear helical complexes $[\text{Ag}(7)]^+$ and $[\text{Co}(7)(\text{CH}_3\text{CN})_2]^2+$ spontaneously generates the heterodinuclear heterotopic double-stranded helicate (HH)-$[\text{CoAg}(7)_2]^3+$ which was characterized by $^1$H NMR in solution and by X-ray diffraction studies in the solid state (Figure 15b).

The introduction of methyl groups at the 6 and 6'' positions of the quinquepyridines 23 and 29 increases the steric constraints between the extremities of the strand resulting in a higher degree of twisting within the pentacoordinated quinquepyridine strand in the bridged single-stranded helicate $[\text{Mn}(23)(\text{OH}_2)]_2\text{Cl}$.

Surprisingly, the expected single-stranded helical complexes $[\text{Ag}(L)]^+$ ($L = 23, 29$) are not formed in the solid state, but saturated homo- and heterotopic double-stranded helicates $[\text{Ag}_2(L)_2]$ ($L = 23, 29$) are observed in the X-ray crystal structures of $[\text{Ag}_2(L)_2]$ ($L = 23, 29$). $^1$H NMR spectra in acetonitrile display a higher symmetry in solution compatible with the homotopic $D_2$-symmetrical double-stranded helicate $[\text{Ag}_2(L)_2]^+$ or the possible formation of an average $C_{2v}$-symmetrical single-stranded complex $[\text{Ag}(L)]^+$ in solution. The situation is somewhat clearer with Cu(II) and Ni(II) where only unsaturated heterotopic double-stranded helicates are obtained with ligands 20–28 (Chart 5) which act as bidentate-tridentate coordinating units.

Although less investigated, similar subtle interconversions between mononuclear helical precursors and dinuclear double-stranded helicates have been reported for several pentadentate ligand strands. The
2,6-bis[1-[(2-mercaptophenyl)iminomethyl]ethyl]diacetylpyridine 30 (Chart 6) is known to form only the mononuclear five-coordinate $C_2$-symmetrical helical complex $[\text{Zn(30)}(\text{OH}_2)]^{56}$, but the analogous pyridyl-hydrazone derivatives 31 leads to two different complexes: a seven-coordinate pentagonal bipyramidal single-stranded complex $[\text{Co(31)}(\text{OH}_2)(\text{H}_2\text{O})_2]^{57}$ and a dinuclear double-stranded helicate $[\text{Zn}_2(\text{31})_2]^{57}$ depending on the metal ion. These complexes were characterized by X-ray diffraction studies after crystallization and no attempt to investigate possible chemical equilibria in solution has been reported. In an effort to explain versatile metal-templated cyclization reactions, Furhop and co-workers have investigated the octaethylformylbiliverdinate (32) which provides a brown complex with Zn(II) in neutral solution ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 830$ nm) which turns green upon addition of a strong acid ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 750$ nm). Both green and brown crystals may be separated from a methylene chloride/methanol solution of the complex and X-ray diffraction studies show that the neutral form (brown crystals) corresponds to a mononuclear single-stranded helical complex $[\text{Zn(32)}(\text{OH}_2)]$ where Zn(II) is coordinated by the four nitrogen atoms of the helically wrapped ligand, the fifth axial position being occupied by a water molecule. The substitution of the axial water molecule by chiral amines or amino acids esters has recently allowed the induction of helical chirality with diastereomeric excesses of 10–73%. The acid form (green crystals) corresponds to a dinuclear double-stranded helicate $[\text{Zn}_2(\text{32})_2]^{58}$ which results from the removal of the coordinated water molecule bound to Zn(II) in the mononuclear precursor (Figure 16).$^{58}$ The sexipyridine 33 is the next higher oligobipyridine after quinquepyridine 7 and it forms a mononuclear single-stranded helical complex $[\text{Eu(33)}(\text{NO}_3)_2]^{+}$ with the large Eu(III) metal ion. Its crystal structure shows the sexipyridine ligand helically twisted about the equatorial plane, two bidentate nitrate group occupying axial positions eventually leading to a ten-coordinate metal center.$^{65}$ $^1H$ NMR data suggests that a $C_2$-symmetrical complex exists in solution which is compatible with the mononuclear complex (whose helical enantiomers interconvert rapidly) or a dinuclear double-stranded homotopic helicate similar to those found for $[\text{Cd}_2(\text{33})_2]^{4+}$ or $[\text{Ni}_2(\text{33})_2]^{4+}$ (see section IV.B).$^{80,81}$

Finally, the interconversion between mononuclear single-stranded and dinuclear double-stranded helicates is not limited to constrained oligopyridines or pentadentate ligands displaying some ambiguities concerning their binding mode. The segmental ligand 34 which possesses two well-defined binding units separated by an ethylene spacer and designed for the assembly of polynuclear helicates, gives mononuclear single-stranded helical complexes $[\text{Co(34)}(\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3)_2]^{66}$ and $[\text{Cu(34)}(\text{OH}_2)]^{2+}$. In these complexes, the bis-bidentate ligand is wrapped about the metal ion and acts as a tetradaentate binding unit occupying the four equatorial positions around the metal ion in the solid state, trifluoroacetate, or water molecules occupying axial position in the crystal structures (Figure 17). The reduction of $[\text{Cu(34)}(\text{OH}_2)]^{2+}$ in acetonitrile produces the homotopic double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{34})_2]^{2+}$ as a result of the preference of spherical $^{d^{10}}\text{Cu(I)}$ for tetrahedral coordination with constrained 1,10-phenanthroline or 2,2'-bipyridine binding units.$^{28,83}$

2. Dinuclear Single-Stranded Helicates

According to our definition of helicates, a single-stranded helicate results when a ligand strand is helically wrapped around and coordinated to two or more metal ions. This definition is close to the many-turn helix model proposed by Brewster for crooked lines, the main difference lying in the presence of coordinated metal ions on the helical axis. For instance, the dye ligand strand 35 (Chart 7) reacts...
with HgCl₂ to give only a mononuclear complex. The five oxygen atoms of 35 are almost coplanar, directed inward, and closely embrace the central Hg(II) cation, but the extended hexamethylene glycol–diethyl ether 36 utilizes its seven oxygen donor atoms to complex two Hg(II).\(^\text{84}\) The detailed conformation of the strand in the single-stranded helicate \([\text{Hg}_2(36)\text{Cl}_4]\) was analyzed according to the successive dihedral angles of the molecular thread (anti-periplanar or synclinal) as described for \((2)\)-helicies.\(^\text{46}\) The adjacency of two synclinal sequences at the central oxygen atom is responsible for the separation of the strand into two binding domains occupied by two Hg(II) ions.\(^\text{85}\)

As discussed in the previous section for mononuclear helical complexes, dinuclear single-stranded helicates are also interesting as precursors of double-stranded helicates and the quinquepyridine 7 is particularly suitable to investigate these interconversion processes because of its various binding modes. Compound 7 is pentadentate in mononuclear helical complexes,\(^\text{50–63}\) but it acts as a segmental bidentate–tridentate ligand strand in dinuclear heterotopic double-stranded helicates (Figure 5)\(^\text{33,34,39,64}\) and in the unsaturated heterotopic dinuclear single-stranded helicate \([\text{Ru}_2(7)(\text{terpy})_2\text{Cl}]^3^+\);\(^\text{86}\) whose crystal structure shows two different six-coordinate metallic sites, with one Ru(II) coordinated to the terpyridine subunit of the ligand 7 and the second Ru(II) bound to the remaining bipyridine subunit (Figure 18a). The helical twist of the strand results from a torsion between the two connected pyridine rings of each subunit and amounts to 74.9°, one of the largest value found for helicates of this ligand (Table 5).\(^\text{86}\) The remaining vacant coordination sites around Ru(II) are occupied by two tridentate terpyridine (terpy) ligands and one chloride anion (Figure 18a). In the homotopic single-stranded helicate \([\text{Re}_2(7)(\text{py})_2(\text{CO})_6]^2^+\), 7 adopts an unusual bis-bidentate binding mode where each Re(I) is coordinated to a terminal bipyridine binding unit of the strand, the central uncoordinated pyridine ring acting as a spacer (Figure 18b).\(^\text{76}\) As expected, the intermetallic distance significantly increases in the latter binding mode (5.38 Å for \([\text{Ru}_2(7)(\text{terpy})_2\text{Cl}]^3^+\) and 7.723 Å for \([\text{Re}_2(7)(\text{py})_2(\text{CO})_6]^2^+\)) and it reaches 8.12 Å in the related homotopic single-stranded helicate \([\text{Ru}_2(37)-(\text{bipy})_4]^{4^+}\) where an elongated spacer separates the two bipyridine binding units.\(^\text{87}\) An analogous single-stranded helical structure has been proposed for \([\text{Pd}_2(33)(\text{OAc})_2](\text{PF}_6)_{12}\) in the solid state\(^\text{82}\) but no crystal structure has been reported.

A problem arises for the nonsymmetrical \(2,2':3',2''\): \(6'',2''\) quaterpyridine ligand 38 (Chart 7) synthesized by Barigelletti, Ward, and co-workers since the resulting heterodinuclear cation \([\text{Cl}(\text{CO})_2\text{Re}(38)\text{Ru}(\text{bipy})_2]^2^+\) still corresponds to our definition of a heterotopic single-stranded helicate despite the un-
usual conformation of the ligand strand which is obviously not compatible with our intuitive representation of a helix (Figure 18c). According to this statement, almost any dinuclear complex possessing a linear nonplanar (P or M configuration) chelating strand may be loosely described as a single-stranded helicate (Figure 19). In this review, we have thus limited our discussions to single-stranded helicates possessing a ligand strand closely related to those used in the self-assembly of double- and triple-stranded helicates.

The ligand strand 40 merits particular attention because it reacts with Cu(I) in dichloromethane to give the orange dinuclear complex [Cu2(40)(CH3-CN)4]2+ where each Cu(I) is probably four-coordinated by one bidentate α,α′-dimine binding unit and two acetonitrile molecules (Figure 20a). The addition of a large excess of acetonitrile leads to a mixture of [Cu(CH3CN)4]2+ and a pale yellow and poorly soluble polymer [Cu(40)BF4]n whose crystal structure reveals the formation of an infinite linear helical string based on single-stranded helical motives connected by metal ions (Figure 20b). Such a polymeric arrangement of two helical threads represents a structural alternative to classical discrete double-stranded helicates. According to Feringa and co-workers, the infinite helical polymer is in equilibrium with its single-stranded helical precursor in solution.

B. Double-Stranded Helicates

1. Saturated Homotopic Double-Stranded Helicates
   a. Two-Coordinate Metal Ions. If we limit the metal ion to be strictly two-coordinate (Table 1, entry 1), the white dinuclear complexes [Cu2(L)2]2+ (L = 41, 42; Chart 8) characterized by Williams and co-workers are the only example of this category. The crystal structure of [Cu2(41)2](ClO4)2 shows the dinuclear cation [Cu2(41)2]2+ to exhibit a centrosymmetrical structure in which each Cu(I) is essentially linearly coordinated by one benzimidazole group of each ligand (Figure 21a). Despite the lack of crystallographic C2 axis in the solid state, the idealized structure of [Cu2(41)2]2+ corresponds to a dinuclear homotopic double-stranded C2h-side-by-side helicate with a zero net helicity associated with T conformations for the metal ions and for the benzene-1,3-diyl spacer. In nitromethane solution, conductivity measurements show that the dinuclear structure of the cation is maintained, but 1H NMR studies of the analogous helicate [Cu2(42)2]2+ indicate that the geminal methylene protons bound to the benzimidazole side arms are enantiotopic pointing to D2h symmetry in solution resulting from a fast in-out interconversion of the central benzene-1,3-diyl spacer on the NMR time scale. When the rigid benzene spacer is replaced by a more flexible propylene unit in 43, the dimeric structure is lost and only a mononuclear complex [Cu(43)(CH3-CN)]+ is formed because 43 acts as a bidentate chelate to one metal
The introduction of a rigid pyridine spacer between the benzimidazole side arms restores the dinuclear structure and the orange double-stranded helicates $[\text{Cu}_2(L)_2]^2^+ (L = 44, 45)$ are readily formed in solution. The crystal structure of the cation $[\text{Cu}_2(44)_2]^2^+$ reveals a pseudo-D$_2$ helical arrangement of the two organic strands wrapped about a helical axis defined by the metal ions (Figure 21b). Each copper is still essentially linearly two-coordinated by the benzimidazole side arms of each strand ($\text{Cu} - \text{N(bzim)} = 1.901 - 1.933$ Å), but the central pyridine units act as weakly bridging ligands producing a minor tetrahedral distortion of the Cu(I) coordination sites ($\text{Cu} - \text{N(py)} = 2.415 - 2.622$ Å). As a result of the helication in $[\text{Cu}_2(44)_2]^2^+$, the intermetallic distance is shortened (7.14 Å in $[\text{Cu}_2(41)_2]^2^+$ and 2.854 Å in $[\text{Cu}_2(44)_2]^2^+$), and two strong intramolecular $\pi$-stacking interactions occur between the benzimidazole rings of each strand (Figure 21b). A related behavior is observed when the distal benzimidazole rings are replaced by substituted pyridine (46 and 47) or imidazole side arms (48 and 49). The core of the X-ray crystal structure of the double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_2(48)_2]^2^+$ is almost superimposable with that of $[\text{Cu}_2(44)_2]^2^+$ despite the removal of intramolecular interstrand stacking interactions which strongly suggests that the weakly bridging pyridine units are crucial for the helication process. Intermolecular $\pi$-stacking interactions between imidazole rings of successive helicates produce columns of packed cations $[\text{Cu}_2(48)_2]^2^+$ with the same helicity in the solid state. Constable and co-workers and Potts and co-workers have shown that analogous substituted 6,6′-diphenylterpyridine ligands 46 and 47 also react with Cu(I) to give orange dinuclear double-stranded helicates $[\text{Cu}_2(L)_2]^2^+$ ($L = 46, 47$), but their crystal structures exhibit different coordination sites for the two metal ions leading to (strictly speaking) heterotopic helicates in the solid state. The ligand strands have essentially distributed themselves to present bidentate domains coordinated to a distorted tetrahedral Cu(I) and monodentate pyridines coordinated to a quasi-linear Cu(I) ion (Figure 21c). The central pyridine rings are still bridging, but in a very unsymmetrical fashion ($\text{Cu} - \text{N(central pyridine)} = 2.180 - 2.480$ Å). Several stacking interactions occur between the aromatic rings of the two strands and...
subtle substituent effects finely control the helical pitch which is larger for thio-substituted terpyridine 47 (Table 4).96

The idealized dinuclear double-stranded helical structures found in the solid state for the helicate series \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{L})_2]^{2+} (\mathbf{L} = 44\text{–}49)\) are maintained in solution as established by various spectroscopic techniques (\(^1\text{H NMR}, \text{UV-vis}, \text{ES-MS}\)) and conductivity measurements.91 The orange color is characteristic of the \(\text{Cu(I)} \rightarrow \pi^*\) MLCT transition associated with tetrahedrally distorted CuI-pyridine chromophores99 which implies that the central bridging pyridine ring still interacts with Cu(I) in solution for the helical dinuclear complexes.91

A detailed analysis of the variable-temperature \(^1\text{H NMR}\) signals of the diastereotopic methylene protons in \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{L})_2]^{2+} (\mathbf{L} = 45, 49)\) indicates that the chiral \(D_2\)-symmetrical double-stranded helical structure is kinetically stable at room temperature\(^{91,95,97}\) which strongly contrasts with the fast exchange rate found for the side-by-side analogue \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{R})_2]^{2+}\). Fast racemization between \((\mathbf{P},\mathbf{P}), (\mathbf{P},\mathbf{M})\) and \((\mathbf{M},\mathbf{M})\) isomers occurs at higher temperature on the \(^1\text{H NMR}\) timescale and free energies of \(\Delta G^* = 65.1(4)\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) and \(50.8(4)\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\) have been calculated for \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{R})_2]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{G})_2]^{2+}\) in DMF-\(d_7\), respectively.92 Attempts to oxidize the dinuclear double-stranded helicates \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{G})_2]^{2+}\) show two monoelectronic and quasi-reversible waves (0.12 and 0.98 V vs SCE) attributed to successive oxidation of the metals which strongly interact in the dinuclear helicate.97 However, it is not clear whether the oxidized helicate can survive in solution and an alternative explanation involves the decomposition of the dinuclear complex after the first oxidation step to give \([\text{Cu}(\mathbf{G})_2]^{2+}\) and \([\text{Cu}(\text{CH}_3\text{CN})_4]^+\), the latter complex being then oxidized at 0.98 V to give \([\text{Cu}(\text{CH}_3\text{CN})_4]^2^+\). The attachment of pendant ether groups in 50 offers new binding possibilities and reaction with Cu(I) in ethanol gives brown crystals of \([\text{Cu}_2(50)_2](\text{ClO}_4)_2\).100 The crystal structure of the cation \([\text{Cu}_2(50)_2]^{2+}\) is similar to those described for \([\text{Cu}_2(\mathbf{L})_2]^{2+} (\mathbf{L} = 46, 47)\) and shows the ligand strands separated into bidentate and monodentate nitrogen donor domains. One Cu(I) is thus pseudo-tetrahedrally coordinated by two iminopyridine units while the other is essentially linearly coordinated by the remaining imine groups of each ligand. Weak interactions with the pendant ether groups and the central bridging pyridine rings complete the coordination spheres of the metals.

We conclude that double-stranded helicates with essentially two-coordinate metal ions require a rigid spacer between the binding units. However, the use of a pyridine is not innocent and its weak bridging properties favor the helical twist required for the generation of \(D_2\)-symmetrical double-stranded helicates in solution. In the solid state, slightly different arrangements of the central pyridine rings are observed in the crystal structures which are probably associated with a rather flat structural energy minimum controlled by packing forces and leading to symmetrical or unsymmetrical bridges between the metal ions. Very subtle forces control the assembly of these helicates, and in this context, it is worth noting that \([\text{Ag}_2(\mathbf{L})_2]^{2+}\) displays a helical double-stranded structure in solution similar to that found for its Cu(I) analogue,101 but \([\text{Ag}(\mathbf{G})_2]^+\) is mononuclear,96 while the unsubstituted precursor ligand strand \(2,2':6',2''\)-terpyridine leads to complicated polynuclear complexes with Ag(I).102

b. Four-Coordinate Metal Ions. The spontaneous generation of homotopic double-stranded helicates from \(C_2\)- or \(\sigma\)-symmetrical ligand strands with tetrahedral metal ions (Table 1, entry 3) is probably the best studied helicate self-assembly. The first fully characterized helicates belonged to this category and were often the fortuitous result of efforts to design coordination complexes with constrained environments. In section IV.A, we have shown how penta-
dentate ligands are strongly sensitive to minor structural changes leading to mononuclear single-stranded helical complexes or dinuclear double-stranded helicates, and in 1975, Palenik and Wester reported the crystal structure of one of the first homotopic dinuclear double-stranded helicate \([\text{Zn}_2^{2+}(31-2\text{H})_2]^{2+}\) based on the deprotonated pentadentate ligand \([31-2\text{H}]_2^{-}\). The crystal structure reveals that two ligand strands are wrapped around two Zn(II) cations and the central pyridine rings of 31 weakly bridge the two metals (Zn-N (central pyridine) = 2.39–2.62 Å) leading to distorted coordination sites around Zn(II) as previously discussed for ligands 44–50 with Cu(I). A similar double-stranded helicate \([\text{Ni}_2(51-2\text{H})_2]\) possessing two bridging pyridine units may be isolated when the terminal pyridine side arms are replaced with phtalazine groups. The first planned strategy for the generation of a dinuclear double-stranded helicate may be attributed to Lehn, Sauvage, Ziessel, and co-workers who prepared the conformationally restricted and preorganized quaterpyridine 52 (Chart 9). The methyl groups bound to the 5' and 3' positions maintain the two bipyridine subunits in a twisted conformation which favors the formation of dinuclear helical complexes. Reaction of 52 with Cu(I) selectively produces a dinuclear complex \([\text{Cu}_2(52)_2]^{2+}\) whose crystal structure confirms the helical arrangement of the two strands around the metal ions. As expected, each ligand is separated into two bipyridine subunits with interplanar angles of 75.4–75.6° between them (Figure 22). Electrochemical studies have established that the dinuclear helicate \([\text{Cu}_2(52)_2]^{2+}\) is oxidized in two successive steps (0.53 and 0.72 V vs SCE) to give an unstable dinuclear complex \([\text{Cu}_2(52)_2]^{4+}\) which rapidly dissociates in solution providing the final mononuclear product \([\text{Cu}(52)](\text{OH}_2)_2]^{2+}\). The separation of the two oxidation waves \(\Delta E_{1/2} = 0.19 \text{ V}\) implies a significant electronic interaction between the Cu(I) (Cu–Cu = 3.90 Å) which can be compared to that found in \([\text{Cu}_2(47)_2]^{2+}\).

Table 4. Intermetallic Distances \((d)\) and Interplanar Angles \((\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\)) between the Central Pyridine Ring and the Two Connected Planar Aromatic Side Arms in the Crystal Structures of Dinuclear Double-Stranded Helicates with Ligand Strands 41–50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metal ligand helicate</th>
<th>(d, \text{ Å})</th>
<th>(\omega_1, \text{ deg})</th>
<th>(\omega_2, \text{ deg})</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 41</td>
<td>[Cu2(41)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>7.140</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 44</td>
<td>[Cu2(44)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>2.854</td>
<td>18.4–22.6</td>
<td>41.8–44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 46</td>
<td>[Cu2(46)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>2.570</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 47</td>
<td>[Cu2(47)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>2.631</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 48</td>
<td>[Cu2(48)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>2.821</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I) 50</td>
<td>[Cu2(50)_2]^{2+}</td>
<td>2.626</td>
<td>7.1–9.0</td>
<td>28.9–30.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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where the strand 39 acts as a tetradentate donor occupying the four equatorial positions around the metal ion, while Cu(I) and Ag(I) lead to dinuclear double-stranded helicates.106

The next even oligopyridines (sexipyridines) 33 and 54 are expected to act as tris-bidentate seg-
mental ligands with four-coordinate metal ions. The isolations of the trinuclear complexes $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{S,S})_3]^\text{3+}$ by Constable and co-workers$^{80}$ and of $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{NCS})_2]^\text{3-}$ by Potts and co-workers$^{108}$ confirm this statement even though no crystal structure has been reported and the characterization of the double-stranded helicates results from FAB-MS spectra and $^1$H NMR data (D$_2$-symmetrical in solution, Figure 23).$^{80,108}$ Oxidation of the trinuclear helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{L}_2)_2]^3+$ ($\text{L} = 33, 54$) shows complicated electrochemical processes eventually leading to the formation of the double-stranded Cu(II) helicate $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{L}_2)_2]^4+$ and the expulsion of one solvated Cu(I) ion.

In order to remove any ambiguities concerning the binding mode of the ligands, suitable spacers have been introduced between the coordinating units which allow (i) the helical wrapping of the strands, (ii) the efficient coordination of the metal ions, and (iii) the selective formation of polynuclear complexes.$^{1,29,32}$ A famous spacer is the oxopropylene unit CH$_2$-O-CH$_2$ which has been used by Lehn and co-workers to connect the 6 positions of substituted 2,2′:6′,2″-bipyridine units leading to the segmental C$_2$-symmetrical oligobipyridine ligands 4, 11, and 55–64.$^{1,3,109,110}$ The complete series of the unsubstituted oligobipyridine strands 4, 55, 61, and 63 self-assembles with Cu(I) in acetonitrile–chloroform (1:1) to generate the di- to penta-nuclear double-stranded helicates $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{S,S})_2]^2+$, $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{S,S})_2]^3-$, $[\text{Cu}_4(61)_2]^4+$, and $[\text{Cu}_6(63)_2]^5-$ (Figure 24). Figure 1 shows the crystal structure of the trinuclear double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(4)_2]^3-$ which displays a helical structure with a pitch of $\sim$12 Å and a radius of $\sim$6 Å for the circumscribed cylinder; each Cu(I) being pseudo-tetrahedrally coordinated by two bipyridine binding units.$^4$ As found for oligopyridines 39, 52, and 53, the helical wrapping of the strand produces intramolecular interstrand stacking interactions between the aromatic pyridine units of the segmental ligands. Thermodynamic studies of the formation of the analogous soluble helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{58})_2]^3+$ in dichloromethane–acetonitrile (1:1) using spectrophotometric titrations involve the following four equilibria eqs 1–4:

$$\text{Cu(I)} + 58 \leftrightarrow [\text{Cu}(58)]^+ \quad \log(\beta_{11}) = 4.6 \quad (1)$$

$$[\text{Cu}(58)]^+ + 58 \leftrightarrow [\text{Cu}_2(58)_2]^2+ \quad \log(\beta_{12}) = 8.2 \quad (2)$$

$$[\text{Cu}_2(58)_2]^2+ + \text{Cu(I)} \leftrightarrow [\text{Cu}_3(58)_3]^3+ \quad \log(\beta_{22}) = 13.5 \quad (3)$$

$$[\text{Cu}_2(58)_2]^2+ + \text{Cu(I)} \leftrightarrow [\text{Cu}_3(58)_3]^3+ \quad \log(\beta_{32}) = 18.6 \quad (4)$$

Scatchard and Hill plots clearly indicate positive cooperativity for the overall process which means that the formation of the precursor complex favors the fixation of the following metal ions leading to completion of the helicate formation (Figure 58).$^{47}$ Similar results have been obtained with the analogous silver(I) helicate $[\text{Ag}_3(4)_2]^3-$ whose crystal structure confirms the double-stranded arrangement of the strands.$^{111}$

Potential and spectrophotometric studies$^{46}$ also imply a homotropic cooperative process for the formation of the trinuclear helicate, but a careful examination of the data suggest that the cooperativity is more pronounced for helicates derived from the less hindered strand 4 compared to 58. Intramolecular interstrand stacking of the pyridine bases is thought to induce a favorable conformation for progressive metal coordination which might explain the observed cooperativity.$^{46}$

These helicates are systematically formed in solution as racemic mixtures of helical P and M enantiomers, but the synthesis of the enantiomerically pure oligobipyridine (S,S)-11 offers new perspectives for the separation of helical conformers since self-assembly with Cu(I) should generate two D$_2$-symmetrical homotopic helical diastereomers with opposite helicity ([P,P,P]-Cu$_3$(S,S)-11)$_2^{3+}$ and ([M,M,M]-Cu$_3$(S,S)-11)$_2^{3+}$. The $^1$H NMR data and a large Cotton effect in the CD spectrum point to the

![Figure 23. Proposed D$_2$-symmetrical helical structures for the trinuclear double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{S,S})_3]^3+$ in solution. (Reproduced with permission from ref 82. Copyright 1991 Royal Society of Chemistry.)](Image 344x548 to 530x754)

![Figure 24. Schematic representation of di- to penta-nuclear double-stranded helicates with unsubstituted oligobipyridines.](Image 124x548 to 261x754)
preferential formation of a single diastereomer resulting from a high degree of helical induction (>95%) from the chiral carbon atoms. Molecular mechanics calculations suggest that the steric crowding induced by the methyl groups (R^3 = Me) favors a right-handed screw sense at the Cu(I) center leading to the quantitative formation of the right-handed helicate ([P,P,P]-Cu_3((S,S)-11)_2)^{3+}. Alternatively, Siegel and co-workers have connected two oligobipyridine strands to enantiomerically pure diiods leading to the chiral elongated strands (R)-65 and (R)-66. Upon reaction with Cu(I), the expected trinuclear double-stranded helicates [Cu_3(L)]^{3+} (L = (R)-65, (R)-66) are quantitatively formed. 1H-NMR spectra indicate that the helicate formation is diastereoselective and CD spectra suggest that the right-handed helices ([P,P,P]-Cu_3(L))^{3+} (L = (R)-65, (R)-66) are the only products of the self-assembly. Although these two helicates are strictly speaking heterotopic (no C_2 or σ symmetry of the ligand perpendicular to the helical axis) and correspond to head-to-head isomers, we have discussed them in this part of the review because (i) no head-to-tail isomers are possible with podand-type ligand and (ii) the induction of chirality in these complexes is closely related to that described by Lehn for the homotopic helicates ([P,P,P]-Cu_3((S,S)-11)_2)^{3+}.

Another interesting feature of Lehn’s helicates is their organization framework which allows the arrangement in space in a double-helical fashion of substituents attached to the bipyridine units. The connection of nucleosides is particularly attractive and the alternated thymidine-substituted strands 60 react with Cu(I) to give the expected double-stranded helicate [Cu_3(60)_2]^{3+}; an inside-out analogue of double-stranded nucleic acids which is termed deoxyribohelicate. Because these species are positively charged and present the hydrogen-binding bases on the periphery, they bind to nucleic acids with formation of mixed natural–artificial adducts (Figure 25). Recently, long lipophilic organic chains have been connected to the 6 positions of the bipyridine units in 67 leading to block copolymers containing helically wrapped oligobipyridine units in [Cu_2(67)]^{2+}.

In addition to high efficiency, selectivity, and cooperativity, helicate formation has been reported to exhibit self-recognition. A mixture of di- to pentabipyridine strands 56, 57, 62, and 64 reacts with Cu(I) to produce exclusively and selectively the double-stranded helicates [Cu_2(56)]^{2+}, [Cu_3(57)]^{3+}, [Cu_4(62)]^{4+}, and [Cu_5(64)]^{5+} with no trace of mixed species according to 1H NMR data (Figure 26). Such self-recognition processes involve a judicious structural information combined with suitable thermodynamic factors (see section II). The oligobipyridine ligands 56, 57, 62, and 64 are structurally adapted to generate double-stranded helicates with tetrahedral Cu(I) (the intrinsic informations) and the energy-related principle of “maximal site occupancy” and the entropy factors prevent the formation of intricate mixtures of polymers or mixed helicates (the thermodynamic factors).

However, the self-assembly of double-stranded helicates with oligobipyridine strands is not limited...
to oxopropylene bridges and several other suitable spacers have been used to connect 2,2'-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline units. The ethane-bridged bis-bidentate ligands \( 34, 66, 67 \) and \( 68 \) (Chart 10) are analogous to \( 55 \) and similarly spontaneously generate self-assembled dinuclear double-stranded \( D_2 \)-symmetrical helicates \([Cu_2(L)_2]^2+\) (L = \( 34, 68 \)) whose crystal structures are almost superimposable except for a small increase in the intermetallic distance for \([Cu_2(68)]^2+\) (Table 6). Surprisingly, the analogous ligand \( 70 \) (Z = (CH\(_2\))\(_4\)) and its elongated analogues (Z = (CH\(_2\))\(_6\) and (CH\(_2\))\(_8\)) synthesized by Dietrich-Buchecker, Sauvage, and co-workers reacts with Cu(I) in acetonitrile to give equilibrated mixtures of \( D_2 \)-helical and \( C_{2h} \)-side-by-side dinuclear double-stranded helicates (Figure 27).\(^{116}\) For \( 69 \), the respective proportion of helical vs side-by-side helicates is about 1:8 as estimated from \(^1H\) NMR data which strongly limits the synthetic yield of the trefoil knot derived from the helical precursor.\(^{12, 116}\) The more rigid benzene-1,3-diyl spacer in \( 71 \) appears to be more suitable since quantitative formation of the \( D_2 \)-helical complex \([Cu_2(71)]^2+\) is observed in solution.\(^{117}\) Compared to the ethane bridged ligand \( 34 \), the benzene-1,3-diyl spacer in \( 71 \) produces a more compact double-helical edifice with a Cu…Cu distance of only 4.76 Å (Table 6). Photophysical and \(^1H\) NMR data suggest that protonation of the free ligand \( 71 \) give the dimeric species \([H_2(71)]^2+\) which possesses a similar double-stranded structure where two protons replace the Cu(I).\(^{118}\)

A related structural motif has been introduced by Constable and co-workers between two bipyridine units in ligands \( 72 \) and \( 73 \) which give the expected self-assembled double-stranded helicates \([Cu_2(L)_2]^2+\)

---

**Chart 10**

![Chart 10](image_url)

**Table 6. Intermetallic Distances (d) in the Crystal Structures of Dinuclear Double-Stranded Helicates with Segmental Ligands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metal</th>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>helicate</th>
<th>d, Å</th>
<th>ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni(II)</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>([Ni_2(81)]^2+)</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>([Cu_2(68)]^2+)</td>
<td>5.926</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>([Cu_2(34)]^2+)</td>
<td>5.729</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>([Cu_2(71)]^2+)</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>([Cu_2(75)]^2+)</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(I)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>([Cu_2(84)]^4+)</td>
<td>13.372</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn(II)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>([Zn_2(32)]^2+)</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn(II)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>([Zn_2(82)]^4+)</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(I)</td>
<td>(S,S)-86</td>
<td>([Ag_2((R,R)-86)]^2+)</td>
<td>6.072</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(I)</td>
<td>(R,S)-10</td>
<td>([Ag_2((R,S)-10)]^2+)</td>
<td>3.254</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(I)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>([Ag_2(110)]^4+)</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni(II)</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>([Ni_2(73)]^2+)</td>
<td>5.875</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni(II)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>([Ni_2(75)]^2+)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(II)</td>
<td>4+6</td>
<td>([Cu_4(4+6)]^6+)</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and [Ag(L)2]2+ (L = 72, 73). The addition of a supplementary aromatic benzene ring between the bipyridine binding units in 74 and 75 is still compatible with the formation of the double-stranded helicates [Cu2(L)2]2+ (L = 74, 75) and the crystal structure of [Cu2(75b)2]2+ reveals a rather large intermetallic distance (6.26 Å) associated with the biphenyl-3,3'-diyl spacer. It is worth noting that the substitution of the biphenyl spacer is crucial for the generation of dinuclear double-stranded helicates since the biphenyl-2,2'-diyl spacer produces only a mononuclear complex with Cu(I). A related spacer is found in the quinquepyridine 29 where the central pyridine ring is essentially noncoordinated to the metal ions in the homotopic double-stranded helicate [Ag2(29)2]2+. (Ag–N distances: 2.726, 2.755 Å). Each Ag(I) is pseudotetrahedrally coordinated by two terminal bipyridine subunits. This symmetrical bisbidentate binding mode is unusual for quinquepyridine ligands, but it has been also observed in the single-stranded helicate [Re2(72)2(CO)3(py)2]2+ (Table 5).76

Large spacers may be used to generate internal macrocyclic metal-containing cavities between the coordinated byridine units suitable for host–guest interactions (Figure 28). Ligand strands 76–80 have been designed for this purpose and dinuclear complexes of the general formula [Cu2(L)2][PF6]2 (L = 76–80) have been isolated in the solid state. However, ‘H NMR spectra systematically show the existence of intricate mixtures of [Cu(L)]+, C2h-side-by-side and D2-helical dinuclear [Cu2(L)2]2+ complexes in solution. A related behavior is found for 81 and 82 which form only dinuclear complexes [Cu2-(L)2]2+ in solution, but as 1:1 mixtures of side-by-side and helical conformers. The selective self-assembly of the D2-helical double-stranded helicate [Zn2(83)2]2+ as a single conformer may be induced by the simultaneous complexion of a suitable guest in the internal cavity.124 1H NMR data clearly demonstrate that o- and m-dimethoxybenzene are bound in the cavity of [Zn2(83)2]2+ while p-dimethoxybenzene displays a weaker affinity. The ligand 84 possesses a macrocyclic spacer which is able to coordinate metal ions, and reaction with Cu(I) gives a tetranuclear complex [Cu(84)2]2+ where the two strands adopt the expected double-stranded arrangement with one terminal phenanthroline unit of each ligand coordinated to a pseudotetrahedral Cu(I) and leading to the double-helical feature. Two supplementary Cu(I) are coordinated within the macrocyclic spacers. As a result of the considerable length of the spacer, the intramolecular distance between the Cu(I) ions located on the helical axis amounts to 13.772 Å and severe distortions of the coordination sites lead to a complete quenching of the MLCT luminescence usually observed for less constrained helicates [Cu2-(34)2]2+ and [Cu2(68)2]2+.126

Although less common than 2,2'-bipyridine or 1,10-phenanthroline binding units, a few other bidentate aromatic nitrogen donor units have been introduced into segmental ligands for the self-assembly of double-stranded helicates with four coordinate metal ions. Early evidence for the formation of double-helical features arose from the detailed studies of metal-templated cyclization of corrinoid and porphyrinoid macrocycles. The lack of ring closure for the Zn(II) complexes of biliverdinate 32 and decamethylbiladiene 85 (Chart 11) led Furhop and co-workers and Sheldrick and co-workers to investigate these complexes. Unexpectedly at that time, the crystal structures revealed the formation of dinuclear double-stranded helicates [Zn2(32)2] and [Zn2(85)2] where the tetradeinate ligand adopt a bisbidentate binding mode with two aromatic units separated by a methylene spacer (Figure 16). As discussed for quangeridine 39, 52, and 53, the wrapping of the strands results from a helical twist between the two coordinated bidentate binding units. The methylene spacer used in ligand 5 to connect the two bidentate pyridine–benzimidazole units is reminiscent of this pioneer work and the planned self-assembly of the double-stranded helicate [Cu2(5)2]2+ demonstrates the wide scope of helicate self-assembly (Figure 4a).29

Alkali metal ions also interact with aromatic nitrogen donor atoms incorporated into sterically constrained and preorganized ligands. The large cation K+ matches the cavity of the ligand 18 and...
forms a mononuclear complex, but the smaller cation \( \text{Na}^+ \) induces a significant contraction of the structure to improve metal–ligand interactions and leads to the formation of the complex \([\text{Na}_2(18)_2]^{2+}\) in solution, the first example of a dinuclear double-stranded helicate with alkali ions. Other donor groups are compatible with the formation of double-stranded helicates and the enantiomerically pure phosphorus-containing ligand \((S,S)-86\) reacts with \(\text{Ag}([\text{ClO}_4])\) in methanol to give 92% of \([\text{Ag}_2((R,R)-86)_2](\text{PF}_6)\) after crystallization. The X-ray crystal analysis reveals that only two diastereomers are formed and they coexist in the unit cell: the left-handed \(D_2\)-symmetrical helicate \([((M,M)-\text{Ag}_2-((R,R)-86)_2])^{2+}\) and the \(C_2\)-symmetrical side-by-side cation \([((M,P)-\text{Ag}_2((R,R)-86)_2])^{2+}\) (Figure 29). N\(_2\)S\(_2\) donor sets, suitable for the coordination of pseudotetrahedral Cu(I), have been incorporated into the macrocycles 87 and 88, and the dinuclear macrocyclic complexes \([\text{Cu}_2(L)]^{2+}\) (\(L = 87, 88\)) display a helical twist reminiscent of that found in the double-stranded helicates together with intramolecular stacking interactions between the aromatic rings. Finally, a chiral and enantiomerically pure tetraguanidium receptor 89 has been synthesized for the complexation and transport of oligonucleotides across biological membranes. Detailed ROESY NMR data suggest that the sulfate salt \([(89)_2(\text{SO}_4)_4]\) is in fact a double-stranded helicate with two polyguanidium strands wrapped about the sulfate anions lying on

c. Five-Coordinate Metal Ions. Cu(II) is well known to accommodate five-coordination in the complex \([\text{Cu}(\text{bipy})(\text{terpy})])\) and Hasenknopf, Lehn, and co-workers have taken advantage of this particular intrinsic information for the self-assembly of the first homotopic \(C_2\)-symmetrical double-heterostranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(4)(6)]^{16+}\) where an oligo-bidentate (4) and an oligo-tridentate ligand (6) are wrapped around the helical axis (Figure 4b). The X-ray crystal structure reveals that each Cu(II) is five-coordinated by one bipyridine and one terpyridine subunit and has a distorted coordination geometry; the central Cu(II) being close to a trigonal bipyramid and the terminal Cu(II) may be best described as distorted square pyramids. The structural characteristics of this heterostranded helicate (pitch \(\approx 12 \text{ Å}\), radius \(\approx 9 \text{ Å}\), length \(\approx 20 \text{ Å}\)) are similar to those previously reported for the analogous double-homostranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(4)]^{15+}\).

d. Six-Coordinate Metal Ions. There is a strict structural analogy between entries 3 and 5 of Table 1 and we can replace tetrahedral metal ions by octahedral ions when bidentate binding units are replaced by tridentate units in the ligand strand. It is thus not surprising that sexipyridine 33, the next even oligopyridine after 39, forms a double-stranded dinuclear helicate \([\text{Cd}_2(33)_2]^{14+}\) with the large and spherical six-coordinate \(d^{10}\) Cd(II). As expected, the two ligand strands are essentially separated into two tridentate binding domains and coordinated to two pseudo-octahedral six-coordinate Cd(II) lying on the helical axis (Figure 30). As previously discussed for the related helicates with quaterpyridine \([\text{Cu}_2(39)]^{24+}\)
and [Cu2(53)]2+2+, the helical twist of the strand in [Cd2(33)]2+4+ and in the analogous double-stranded helicate [Cu2(90)]2+4+ results from a rotation about the interanular C–C bond connecting the two tridentate coordinated terpyridine subunits which is slightly more pronounced for sexipyridine (57.3–66.9°) than for quaterpyridine (35.2–59.7°, Table 5). The intermetallic distance is also affected and significantly increases when going from [Cu2(39)]2+2+ to [Cd2(33)]2+4+, but great similarities are found if we consider (i) the intramolecular interstrand π-stacking interactions between the packed aromatic pyridine rings and (ii) the effect of alkythio substituents in 90 which slightly increase the helical pitch as found for 53. Related dinuclear double-stranded helicates have been characterized with other six-coordinate metal ions [M2(33)]2+4+ (M = Mn(II), Fe(II), Ni(II), Cu(II))90–92 and [M2(90)]2+4+ (M = Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II)),108 and it has been reported that the symmetrical aromatic coupling133 of 6-bromo-2,2′:6′,2″-terpyridine with Ni(0)–phosphine complexes readily gives the double-stranded helicate [Ni2(33)]2+4+. The introduction of ferrocenyl groups in the 4, 4″ positions does not affect the complexation properties of the sexipyridine strand leading to similar helicates [M2(91)]2+4+ (M = Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Zn(II)).134 However, the reversibility of the redox process centered on the metal ions coordinated to the terpyridine subunits is affected by the ferrocenyl substituents which are first oxidized to ferriemen by cyclic voltammetry. As mentioned in the previous section, the reduction of the double-stranded helicate [Cu2(90)]2+4+ is complicated, but eventually gives the trinuclear double-stranded Cu(I) helicate [Cu3(90)]2+3+. This corresponds to an interconversion between two different binding modes of sexipyridine: bis-tridentate versus tris-bidentate which exemplifies the rich and varied chemistry of the oligopyridine ligand strands (Figure 31).

Various spacers have been introduced between the tridentate units. A benzene-1,3-diyl spacer is again suitable and Che and co-workers135 have synthesized the segmental ligands 92 and 93 (Chart 12). Solution studies based on ES–MS and 1H NMR data show the selective formation of the dinuclear cations [Ag2-(L)r]2+ (L = 92, 93) and [Cu2(L)r]+ (L = 92, 93) upon reaction with Ag(I) and Cu(II), respectively. The crystal structures of [Cu2(L)r]+ (L = 92, 93) confirm the formation of double-stranded helicates. Each Cu(II) occupies a distorted octahedral site produced by the terpyridine subunits of each strand. As expected, the reduction of [Cu2(L)r]+ (L = 92, 93) does not give the trinuclear double-stranded helicate as observed for sexipyridine 90 because of the presence of the rigid spacer in 92 and 93 which prevents the strands to act as tris-bidentate ligands. However, it is surprising that each Cu(II) in [Cu2(L)r]+ (L = 92, 93) is successively and reversibly reduced to give the dinuclear complexes [Cu2(L)r]2+2- (L = 92, 93) when we consider the different stereochemical requirements of Cu(II) and Cu(I). A significant interaction occurs between the metallic centers (∆E1/2 = 190 mV), but no attempt has been made to unravel the coupling mechanism.135 Compared to 2,2′-bipyridine units which are generally bound to the spacer by the 6,6′ positions, tridentate 2,2′:6′,2″-terpyridine units require aliphatic spacers attached to the synthetically less accessible 5,5″ positions to allow helication.137 According to this strategy, Sauvage and Crane have synthesized the segmental ligand 94 which reacts with Fe(II) or Ru(II) to give the double-stranded helicates [M2(94)]2+4+. The similar, but elongated strand 6 prepared by Lehn and co-workers leads to the trinuclear D2-symmetrical double-stranded helicates [Fe8(6)r]6+ and [Ni3(6)r]6+ based on octahedral metal ions.138 The kinetic inertness of [Fe8(6)r]6+ allows its chromatographic separation into

Figure 30. (a) Self-assembly of a dinuclear double-stranded helicate obtained from two bis-tridentate ligand strands and (b) space-filling representation of the double-stranded helicate [Cd2(33)]2+4+ (Reproduced with permission from ref 80. Copyright 1990 American Chemical Society.)

Figure 31. The different binding modes of sexipyridine.134 (Reproduced with permission from ref 134. Copyright 1995 Royal Society of Chemistry.)
its two helical enantiomers \([(P,P,P)-\text{Fe}_3(6)_2]^6^+\) and \([(M,M,M)-\text{Fe}_3(6)_2]^6^+\) which are characterized by their inverted CD spectra. The optical activity of the solution is constant over seven weeks at 52 °C pointing to a greater stability of the trinuclear architecture, compared to analogous mononuclear species.\(^{138}\)

Harding and co-workers have reacted the segmental “bis-bidentate” ligands \(81\), \(82\), and \(95-97\) with Zn(II) and Ni(II) and they have realized that each metal ion does not adopt the expected pseudotetrahedral coordination, but the two oxygen atoms of the ether links in \([\text{Ni}_2(81)_2]^4^+\) and \([\text{Zn}_2(82)_2]^4^+\) interact with the metals leading to distorted pseudooctahedral coordination sites (Figure 32).\(^{139}\) The two strands adopt a face-to-face arrangement in the crystal structures leading to opposite absolute configurations for the metal ions corresponding to side-by-side helicates with zero net helicity. Only weak stacking interactions are observed between the parallel aromatic planes of the spacers which are probably not responsible for the exclusive formation of the non-helical conformer. Detailed \(^1\)H NMR studies show that dynamic equilibria occur between \(D_2^3\)-helical and \(C_2^2\)-side-by-side conformers in solution (Table 7), the latter being favored by rigid and constrained spacers incompatible with a helical twisting of the strands in \([\text{Zn}_2(82)_2]^4^+\).

However, an oligo-tridentate ligand strand combined with octahedral metal ions does not systematically give polynuclear double-stranded helicates. For instance, Hopfgartner, Piguet, and co-workers\(^{140}\) have reported that the bis-tridentate ligand \(98\), which possesses two tridentate binding units analogous to terpyridine\(^{141}\) separated by a 5,5\(^{,’}\)-diphenylmethane spacer, reacts with octahedral ions M(II) = Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II) to give the \(D_2^3\)-symmetrical trinuclear toroidal complex \([\text{M}_3(98)_3]^6^+\) instead of the expected dinuclear double-stranded helicate \([\text{M}_2(98)_2]^6^+\) (Figure 33). CPK space-filling molecular models suggest that the ligand strands are helically wrapped in the torus as found in double-stranded helicates, but steric constraints induced by the 5,5\(^{,’}\)-diphenylmethane spacer exclude the large interplanar angles between the tridentate units required for the formation of the dinuclear helicate.\(^{140}\) \([\text{M}_3(98)_3]^6^+\) may be viewed as a circular single-stranded helicate by analogy with DNA and circular DNA.

2. Saturated Heterotopic Double-Stranded Helicates

As described in section II, a heterotopic double-stranded helicate results when different binding
units are coordinated to the metal ions which destroy the C2 symmetry passing through the ligand and perpendicular to the helical axis expected for homotopic helicates or the σ symmetry for their side-by-side conformers. The enantiomerically pure "meso" bis-bidentate ligand strand (R,S)-10 synthesized by Van Koten and co-workers belongs to this category since the two chiral carbon atoms remove the C2 symmetry of the ligands which can adopt head-to-head or head-to-tail arrangements in the final helicate. Upon reaction with Ag(I), the dinuclear complex [Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ is selectively obtained in solution, but four diastereomeric helicates are expected: two chiral C2-helical double-stranded helicates ([HT]-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+) and (HT)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ existing as pairs of (M,M)-[P,P] enantiomers and two achiral side-by-side conformers, the C2-symmetrical (HH)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ and the C2-symmetrical (HT)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+. The X-ray crystal structure shows the exclusive formation of the heterotopic helical conformer (HT)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ with the pseudo-C2 axis perpendicular to the helical axis (Figure 34). Each Ag(I) lies in a distorted tetrahedral site as found for double-stranded homotopic helicates with bis-bidentate ligands, but the two binding units of the same strand in (HT)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ are not equivalent (A and B in Figure 34). Detailed 1H, 13C, 15N, and 109Ag NMR studies in solution have established that (i) [Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ belongs to the point group C2, (ii) the two ligand strands are wrapped helically around the metal ions (NOE effects), and (iii) the two Ag(I) are equivalent. These features are only compatible with the retention of the structure found in the solid state: (HT)-[Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ is also the only diastereomer formed in solution. However, intermolecular metallic exchange processes in solution induce dynamic (P,P) ↔ (M,M) interconversion between the helical enantiomers. The rate of this exchange strongly depends on (i) the nature of the metal ion (Cu(I) or Ag(I)), (ii) the substituents bound to the 6 position of the pyridine ring (R = H, O, R = CH3, 99), and (iii) the nature of the bridging groups since the ethane-1,2-diy1 spacer in 100 leads to significantly faster interconversion. As a result of efforts to obtain reliable solution-state structural and dynamic informations, Van Koten and co-workers synthesized an analogous "meso" ligand with pyrole groups (R,S)-101 which reacts with Zn(II) to give the related neutral head-to-tail double-stranded helicate (HT)-[Zn2((R,S)-101)]2+. The increased strength of the nitrogen–ZnII bonds in [Zn2((R,S)-101)]2+ compared with the Ag–N bond in [Ag2(R,S)-10]2+ prevents intermolecular exchange and the (P,P) ↔ (M,M) interconversion is blocked on the NMR time scale for the Zn(II) helicate. However, fast conformational movements are observed with the less rigid ethane-1,2-diy1 spacer in [Zn2(102)]2+. As a result of the weak affinity of thiophene S atom for groups 1b metal ions, the sulfur atom only weakly interacts with Cu(I) or Ag(I), leading to the formation of only six-coordinate mononuclear complexes [M(103)]+ (M = Cu(I), Ag(I)). It must be realized that subtle intra- and interstrand steric and electronic interactions are responsible for the observed high selectivity leading to the formation of a single helicate (HT)-[Ag2((R,S)-10)]2+ among four possible diastereomers, but minor structural effects are often sufficient to induce significant discrimination between diastereomers since a 95:5 mixture between two conformers requires a difference in free energies of only 7.3 kJ mol−1.

Constable and co-workers have introduced various substituents into the basic quaterpyridine motif to design the heterotopic ligands strands 104–106 (Chart 13). The presence of alkyl groups bound to the 4,4′ positions is expected to induce a discrimination between head-to-head and head-to-tail conformers, but the first 1H NMR results were disappointing because only mixtures of (HH)- and (HT)-Cu2(L2)2+ (L = 104, 105) were obtained in solution. The more sterically constrained ligand 106 appears to be more promising since the C2-symmetrical double-stranded helicate (HH)-Cu2(L6)2+ is the only complex formed in solution and in the solid state as a result of interstrand repulsion between the bulky tert-butyl groups in the head-to-tail conformer.

The pentadentate ligand strand quinquepyridine 7 represents the typical case of a C2-symmetrical ligand which can generate heterotopic dinuclear helicates because it adopts an unsymmetrical bidentate-tridentate binding mode. Compound 7 reacts with Pd(II) to give exclusively the head-to-tail double-stranded helicate (HT)-[Pd2(7)]4+ where each Pd(II)
is five-coordinate in a strongly distorted coordination site provided by one terpyridine and one bipyridine subunit of each strand (Figure 5). A very similar binding mode is observed for the analogous C$_2$-symmetrical helicate (HT)-[Ag$_2$(23)$_2$]$_2^+$ except for a significantly shorter intermetallic distance (Ag···Ag = 3.48 Å compared to Pd···Pd = 4.96 Å), Table 5) associated with a less severe helical twist between the bound bipyridine and terpyridine subunits probably resulting from the limited stereochemical requirements of Ag(I).$^{77}$ 1H NMR data for [Ag$_2$(23)$_2$]$_2^+$ in acetonitrile indicate an average higher symmetry compatible with a relaxed homotopic dinuclear D$_2$-symmetrical double-stranded helicate or a C$_2v$-symmetrical mononuclear single-stranded helicate which implies that the structure in solution is different from that observed in the crystals.$^{77}$

The head-to-head conformer provides one six-coordinate and one four-coordinate coordination site which may accommodate simultaneously a tetrahedral and an octahedral metal ion. This is indeed the case, and Constable and co-workers$^{39}$ and later Potts and co-workers$^{107}$ have isolated mixed-valence Cu$^{II}$/Cu$^{I}$ double-stranded helicates (HH)-[Cu$_2$(7)$_2$]$^{3+}$, (HH)-[Cu$_2$(20)$_2$]$^{3+}$, (HH)-[Cu$_2$(21)$_2$]$^{3+}$ where each copper ion occupies a coordination site satisfying its stereochemical requirements. Cu(II) lies in a distorted octahedral environment provided by the two terpyridine subunits while Cu(I) is pseudotetrahedrally coordinated by the two remaining bipyridine subunits. Extension of this concept has led to the planned and quantitative syntheses of heterodinuclear head-to-head double-stranded helicates (HH)-[CoAg(7)$_2$]$^{3+}$, (HH)-[NiCu(20)$_2$]$^{3+}$, and (HH)-[Cu$_2$(21)$_2$]$^{3+}$ where each copper ion occupies a coordination site satisfying its stereochemical requirements. Cu(II) lies in a distorted octahedral environment provided by the two terpyridine subunits while Cu(I) is pseudotetrahedrally coordinated by the two remaining bipyridine subunits. Extension of this concept has led to the planned and quantitative syntheses of heterodinuclear head-to-head double-stranded helicates (HH)-[CoAg(7)$_2$]$^{3+}$, (HH)-[NiCu(20)$_2$]$^{3+}$, and (HH)-[Cu$_2$(21)$_2$]$^{3+}$ where each copper ion occupies a coordination site satisfying its stereochemical requirements. Cu(II) lies in a distorted octahedral environment provided by the two terpyridine subunits while Cu(I) is pseudotetrahedrally coordinated by the two remaining bipyridine subunits. Extension of this concept has led to the planned and quantitative syntheses of heterodinuclear head-to-head double-stranded helicates (HH)-[CoAg(7)$_2$]$^{3+}$, (HH)-[NiCu(20)$_2$]$^{3+}$, and (HH)-[Cu$_2$(21)$_2$]$^{3+}$ where each copper ion occupies a coordination site satisfying its stereochemical requirements.

The bidentate--tridentate segmental ligand 107 (Chart 14) has been designed by Piguet and co-workers for the planned synthesis of heteronuclear double-stranded helicates. The methyl group bound to the 6 position of the terminal pyridine ring prevents the coordination of the bidentate units to octahedral metal ions, but favors the coordination of tetrahedral metal ions leading to a segmental ligand possessing one bidentate unit coded for four-coordinate metals and one tridentate unit suitable for six-coordinate metal ions. Reaction of 107 with Fe(II) and Ag(I) generates the self-assembled C$_2$-symmetrical heterodinuclear double-stranded helicate (HH)-[FeAg(107)$_2$]$^{3+}$ where Fe(II) is pseudooctahedrally coordinated by the two tridentate units and Ag(I) lies in the pseudotetrahedral site defined by the remaining bidentate binding units as similarly found for (HH)-[CoAg(7)$_2$]$^{3+}$. Molecular mechanics suggests that considerable steric constraints result from the helical twist of the ligand strands around the methylene spacers in (HH)-[FeAg(107)$_2$]$^{3+}$. It is
thus not surprising that the extended bidentate–tridentate–bidentate ligand strand 108 does not produce the planned sterically demanding heterotrinuclear double-stranded helicate versus reaction with Fe(II) and Ag(I), but selectively forms the isomeric helically twisted metal-containing [2]-catenate [FeAg2(108)_2]^{4+} which minimizes steric constraints (Figure 35). This observation, together with the formation of the torus [Ni_3(98)_3]^{6+}, shows that subtle variations of the intrinsic informations encoded in the ligand strands may dramatically affect the final self-assembled supramolecular architectures. This statement is exemplified by the segmental ligands 8 and 107 which react with Zn(II) to give exclusively the head-to-head double-stranded helicates (HH)-[Zn_2(L)_2]^{4+} (L = 8, 107), while the analogous ligand strand 109 possessing a terminal N,N′-diethylcarbamoyl group selectively produces the head-to-tail double-stranded conformer (HT)-[Zn_2(109)_2]^{4+}.

Heterotopic double-stranded helicates may also result from ligand strands possessing too many coordinating donor atoms to match the stereochemical requirements of the metal ion in the double-stranded helicate. For instance, the pentadentate ligand 110 reacts with tetrahedral Ag(I) to give a D_2-symmetrical complex in solution according to NMR data. Crystallization with hexafluorophosphate anions leads to the dinuclear complex [Ag_2(110)_2]^{2+} where each Ag(I) is pseudooctahedrally coordinated by two terpyridine subunits of each strand thus leaving one uncoordinated pyridine ring within each strand which occupies a terminal position in strand 1 and the central position in strand 2 (Figure 36c). Despite the lack of a solution structure for this helicate, it is expected that dynamic processes lead to a symmetrically averaged structure in acetonitrile as found recently by Constable and co-workers for the double-stranded helicate [Zn_2(112)_2]^{4+} which exists as a single head-to-head isomer (HH)-[Zn_2(112)_2]^{4+} in the solid state (two terminal pyridine rings of each strands are uncoordinated), but gives symmetry-averaged structure on the NMR time scale in solutions. A similar observation has been reported for the double-stranded helicate [Ag_2(93)_2]^{2+} where a D_2-helical cation is observed in solution, but whose crystal structure shows a double-stranded helicate (HT)-[Ag_2(93)_2]^{2+} where each Ag(I) is five-coordinated by one terpyridine and one bipyridine.
unit of each strand leaving one terminal pyridine ring uncoordinated on each strand. \(^{135}\)

3. Unsaturated Double-Stranded Helicates

A significant mismatch between the intrinsic informations stored in the ligand strand and in the metal ion is often not compatible with the selective formation of double-stranded helicates and leads to intricate mixtures of complexes. However, the introduction of complementary mono- or bidentate coordinating ligands (anions or solvent molecules) may fulfill the stereochemical requirements of the metal ion eventually leading to stable unsaturated helicates. The best studied unsaturated helicates are those derived from the quinquepyridine ligands \(^7\) and \(^{20-28}\) combined with six-coordinate metal ions as in (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\). The quinquepyridine strands display the usual separation into bipyridine and terpyridine subunits and adopt a head-to-head arrangement providing two different coordination sites: one Cu(II) is pseudo-octahedrally coordinated by the two face-to-face terpyridine subunits and the second Cu(II) is five-coordinate by the two remaining bipyridine units together with a monodentate acetate anion (Figure 5). \(^{39}\) This structure may be roughly derived from that of the mixed-valence saturated heterotopic head-to-head helicate precursor (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)]\(^{3+}\) except for a larger intermetallic distance (4.50 Å for (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\) compared to 3.957 Å for (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)]\(^{3+}\), Table 5) which results from slightly different interstrand stacking interactions. \(^{39}\) The analogous unsaturated double-stranded helicate (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(20\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\) displays a very similar double-helical structure except for the presence of a bidentate acetate anion leading to two six-coordinate Cu(II) ions in the helicate (Figure 37). \(^{107}\)

Various six-coordinate metal ions have then been introduced into unsaturated heterotopic head-to-head helicates to give related double-helical structures in the solid state for (HH)-[Co\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\), \(^{64}\) (HH)-[Ni\(_2-\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\), \(^{154}\) (HH)-[Ni\(_2\)(\(20\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\), \(^{62,108}\) and (HH)-[Ru\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(C\(_2\)O\(_4\))]\(^{3+}\). \(^{155}\) In solution, the unsaturated Ni(II) helicates exhibit a formal Ni\(^{II}/Ni^{I}\) reduction process in which both Ni(II) centers are reduced at the same potential \(^{62,108}\) while (HH)-[Ru\(_2\)(\(7\))\(_2\)(OH\(_2\))]\(^{4+}\) may be oxidized into oxo species of Ru(IV) and Ru(VI). \(^{155}\) The dinuclear unsaturated helicate (HH)-[Cu\(_2\)(\(20\))\(_2\)(OAc)]\(^{3+}\) can be reduced to give the trinuclear complex [Cu\(_3\)(\(20\))\(_2\)]\(^{2+}\) which is supposed to
angles: 35° and 38°. In contrast to the usual interstrand π-stacking interactions observed for double-stranded helicates derived from oligopyridines, the large spacer in 73 removes any significant interactions between the strands in \([\text{Ni}_2(73)_2\text{(OAc)}_2]^{2-}\). The elongated biphenyl-3,3′-diyl spacer in 75 is also suitable for the generation of unsaturated homotopic double-stranded helicates as demonstrated by the formation of \([\text{Ni}_2(75)_2\text{(OAc)}_2]^{2-}\) whose X-ray crystal structure is similar to that of \([\text{Ni}_2(73)_2\text{(OAc)}_2]^{2-}\) except for a longer intermetallic distance (7.7 Å) associated with the longer spacer.120

C. Triple-Stranded Helicates

It was recognized very early that the tetradentate ligand triethylenetetramine (L) formed the unexpected dinuclear complex \([\text{Ni}_2(L)_2]^{2+}\). Although the monobridged structure \([L\text{Ni}(L)\text{Ni}(L)]^{2+}\) was suggested from spectroscopic and magnetic measurements, no crystal structure might be solved. Later, Harris and McKenzie found a similar 2:3 stoichiometry for their complex \([\text{Cu}_3(100)]^{2+}\) and they suggest that the more rigid \(\pi,\pi\)-dimines binding units impose structural constraints only compatible with a geometry in which all three ligands bridge the two metal ions (Chart 1).23 Despite the only partial characterization of their complex, this paper reports, to the best of our knowledge, the first preparation and recognition of a synthetic dinuclear triple-stranded helicate in the literature. It is worth mentioning the more recent use of the same ligand 100 by Van Koten and co-workers for the preparation of double-stranded helicates with Ag(I).52,142–144

1. Saturated Homotopic Triple-Stranded Helicates

a. Three-Coordinate Metal Ions. The assembly of three \(C_2\)-symmetrical oligo-monodentate ligand strands with metal ions displaying a stereochemical preference for a trigonal geometry represents the most simple case of complementary intrinsic informations leading to triple-stranded helicates (Table 1, entry 2). However, only one example has been reported by Potts and co-workers who have synthesized the ligand 114 (Chart 15) which produces selectively a 1:1 stoichiometric complex with Cu(I) isolated as its trinuclear hexafluorophosphate salt \([\text{Cu}_3(114)]_3\text{(PF}_6)_2\). Its crystal structure shows the cation \([\text{Cu}_3(114)]_3^{3+}\) to be constituted of three ligand strands wrapped about three Cu(I) ions occupying distorted trigonal coordination sites defined by the three pyridine units of each strand. The acetylene spacers prevent significant π-stacking between the pyridine rings and enforce rather long intermetallic distances (~4.5 Å, Table 8). Spectrophotometric and \(^{1}H\)-NMR data suggest that the trinuclear triple-helical structure is maintained in solution and that a related dinuclear triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_2(115)]_3^{2+}\) results from the reaction of 115 with Cu(I).158

b. Six-Coordinate Metal Ions. Parallel to the development of double-stranded helicates, oligopyridine ligand strands have been devised for the generation of polynuclear triple-stranded helicates with six-coordinate metal ions (Table 1, entry 4). However, the usual connection of the 2,2′-bipyridines at the 6 positions fails to give self-assembled triple-
stranded helicates as a result of steric crowding around the metal ions. To avoid these structural restrictions, Elliott and co-workers have connected two bipyridine units via the 4 positions with various spacers: 116–121. Deep red 2:3 complexes are formed immediately upon reaction with Fe(II). The crystal structure of \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{116})_3]^{4+}\) shows two Fe(II) pseudo-octahedrally coordinated by one bipyridine unit of each strand leading to a triply-bridged structure reminiscent of that proposed by Harris and McKenzie for \([\text{Cu}_2(\text{100})_3]^{4+}\). Both metal ions in \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{116})_3]^{4+}\) possess the same absolute configuration (PP or MM) leading to a global D3 helical structure.\(^{23}\) A careful examination of the crystal structure of \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{116})_3]^{4+}\) shows that the ethylene bridges adopt the opposite helicity leading to a pair of enantiomeric irregular triple-stranded helices PMP and MPM (see Figure 12 and Chart 3). A similar structure is found for \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{117})_3]^{4+}\) in which the intermetallic distance is not significantly affected despite the replacement of the ethylene by a propylene spacer. Molecular mechanics suggests that ligands 116, 117, 120, and 121 exhibit similar intermetallic distances in the triple-stranded helicates \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{L}_3)_3]^{4+}\) while the longer spacers in 118 and 119 significantly increase the Fe•••Fe distance.161,163 A detailed investigation of the redox potential of the Fe(II)/Fe(III) couple indicates that a significant electrostatic interaction occurs between the two metallic centres in \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{L}_3)_3]^{4+}\). Taking into account the intermetallic distances obtained by X-ray diffraction studies and molecular mechanics, Elliott and co-workers have estimated the relative dielectric constants \(\epsilon_r\) of the medium between the two metals. For short Fe•••Fe distances in \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{L}_3)_3]^{4+}\) (L = 116–121), \(\epsilon_r\) amounts to 26.1–26.7, a value compatible with a pyridine/alkane-like material. The increase of \(\epsilon_r\) to 30.4 found for \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{118})]^{4+}\) suggests that the electric field penetrates into the acetonitrile solvent only for the elongated triple helices; the short ethylene or propylene bridges preventing significant interactions with the solvent. A detailed study of the electronic coupling between the Fe(II) centers using the near-IR intervalence charge transfer transition of the mixed-valence helicates \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{L}_3)_3]^{4+}\) (L = 116, 117, 120, 121) demonstrates that (i) the triple-helical structure limits the access to the metal-containing macrocyclic cavity for solvent molecules and (ii) the electronic interaction between the metals mainly involves a through-space coupling mechanism mediated by the adjacent bipyridine ligands of the respective iron sites. A significant “through-bond” contribution mediated by the bridge is limited to the short ethylene bridge in ligand 116.162 A parallel investigation of the luminescence of the analogous heterodinuclear complexes \([\text{RuFe}(\text{L}_3)_3]^{4+}\) (L = 116–121) confirms that energy is transferred from Ru(II) toward Fe(II) via a superexchange pathway involving through-space effects.163

Oligobipyridines connected via the 5 positions in 122 and 124 also lead to homotopic triple-stranded helicates \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{122})_3]^{3+}\) and \([\text{Ni}_3(\text{124})_3]^{5+}\). Although the triple-helical structure of \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{122})_3]^{4+}\) was only suggested \(66\) \([\text{Ni}_3(\text{124})_3]^{5+}\) has been characterized by X-ray crystallography and exhibits the
expected trinuclear triple-helical structure with the three strands coordinated to three packed pseudo-octahedral Ni(II). The helical pitch is about 41 Å, a value significantly larger than the 12 Å found in the double-stranded cuprohelicate \( \text{I} \) and attributed to the transoid conformation of the ethylene spacers. The \( \text{C}_2 \) space group of the crystals indicates that spontaneous resolution occurs during crystallization leading to only one helical enantiomer in the measured crystal.\(^{164} \) Dissolution into acetonitrile/water maintains the absolute configuration and slow racemization occurs leading to a 23% loss of optical activity in 24 h. As a result of the different steric requirements for the assembly of double- and triple-stranded helicates with oligobipyridine strands, self-recognition occurs when ligands \( \text{4} \) (2 equiv) and \( \text{124} \) (3 equiv) are reacted with a stoichiometric mixture of Cu(I) and Ni(II) leading exclusively to the double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(\text{4})_2]^3+\) and the triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Ni}_3(\text{124})_3]^6+\) (Figure 40).\(^{115} \) During this self-assembly process, 11 particles of four different types generate only two supramolecular organized helicates. The more flexible spacer of \( \text{125} \) is still compatible with \( \text{D}_3 \)-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate as demonstrated by the formation of the triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{125})_3]^3+\) in solution.\(^{165} \) Surprisingly, the ligand \( \text{123} \) which possesses a propylene bridge between the bipyridine units selectively generates the dinuclear homotopic \( \text{C}_{3v} \)-symmetrical side-by-side helicate \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{123})_3]^3+\) in solution with two metal ions of opposite chirality.\(^{166} \) The control of the helical vs the side-by-side conformation results from the particular stereochemistry of the alkyl chain connecting the bidentate binding units as described for the analogous helicates derived from catecholate ligands \( \text{136} \) and \( \text{137} \) \(^{167} \) (Chart 16).

As described for double-stranded helicates, triple-stranded helicates are not limited to oligobipyridine strands and Williams and co-workers reported the synthesis of a segmental ligand \( \text{5} \) planned for the self-assembly of triple-stranded helicates with six-coordinate metal ions.\(^{168} \) The 5,5'-diphenylmethane spacer in \( \text{5} \) is well adapted for the formation of triple-stranded helicates which requires a less pronounced helical twist between the binding units than that found for double-stranded helicates. Reaction of \( \text{5} \) with Co(II) produces the expected homotopic \( \text{D}_3 \)-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Co}_2(\text{5})_3]^6+\) as the only complex in solution which suggests some positive cooperativity in the assembly process (Figure 4a).\(^{29} \) The X-ray crystal structure of \([\text{Co}_2(\text{5})_3]^6+\) confirms the dinuclear triple-helical structure where
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**Figure 40.** Self-recognition in the self-assembly of the double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_3(\text{4})_2]^3+\) and the triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Ni}_3(\text{124})_3]^6+\). (Reproduced with permission from ref 115. Copyright 1993 National Academy of Sciences USA.)
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**Chart 16**
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As described for double-stranded helicates, triple-stranded helicates are not limited to oligobipyridine strands and Williams and co-workers reported the synthesis of a segmental ligand \( \text{5} \) planned for the self-assembly of triple-stranded helicates with six-coordinate metal ions.\(^{168} \) The 5,5'-diphenylmethane spacer in \( \text{5} \) is well adapted for the formation of triple-stranded helicates which requires a less pronounced helical twist between the binding units than that found for double-stranded helicates. Reaction of \( \text{5} \) with Co(II) produces the expected homotopic \( \text{D}_3 \)-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Co}_2(\text{5})_3]^6+\) as the only complex in solution which suggests some positive cooperativity in the assembly process (Figure 4a).\(^{29} \) The X-ray crystal structure of \([\text{Co}_2(\text{5})_3]^6+\) confirms the dinuclear triple-helical structure where
each Co(II) is six-coordinate in pseudooctahedral sites flattened along the $C_3$ axis. Detailed spectroscopic investigations ($\text{H NMR, UV-vis}$) demonstrate that the triple-helical structure is maintained in solution, but the authors were unable to oxidize electrochemically Co(II) into Co(III) in acetonitrile as normally observed for analogous mononuclear precursors. This unexpected behavior was explained by steric constraints controlling the Co$^{\text{II/III}}$ redox potential. In $[\text{Co}_2(\text{5})]^{2+}$, the methyl groups bound to the 6 position of the pyridine rings prevent the contraction associated with the formation of low-spin $d^6$ Co(III). The shift of these methyl groups from the 6 position in 5 to the 5 position in 126 minimizes the steric crowding around the metal ions and consequently (i) increases the stability of the dinuclear triple-stranded helicate $[\text{Co}_2(\text{L})]^{2+}$ and (ii) allows oxidation to Co(III). Crystal structures of $[\text{Co}_2(126)]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$ have been solved and show similar triple-helical structures. The Co–N distances display the expected 0.2 Å contraction associated with the oxidation of Co(II) into Co(III) and the intermetallic distance in the oxidized form $[\text{Co}_2(126)]^{5+}$ is slightly longer as a result of subtle variations in the helical twist of the strands. Low-spin Co(III) complexes exhibit considerable kinetic inertness and the triple-stranded cation $[\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$ has been separated into its two helical enantiomers $[(\text{P,P})-\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$ and $[(\text{M,M})-\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$ using the chiral dianion $(\text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{O}_2)^{2-}$. The reduction of $[(\text{P,P})-\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$ with dithionite occurs with retention of configuration leading to $[(\text{P,P})-\text{Co}_2(126)]^{2+}$ which racemizes much slower than the mononuclear Co(II) analogues as previously reported for $[\text{Ni}_3(124)]^{5+}$ compared to $[\text{Ni}(\text{bipy})_3]^{2+}$. This indicates that the polynuclear triple-stranded helical structure increases the kinetic inertness of the metal ion. The origin of this effect is closely related to the structural constraints arising from the second coordinated metal ion which severely limit intramolecular twist in triple-stranded helicates with short helical pitches. For $[(\text{P,P})-\text{Co}_2(126)]^{3+}$, the racemization involves an energetically costly dissociative mechanism leading to $[\text{Co}_2(126)]^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$ because the Baylar twist is precluded by steric constraints. However, it is not completely clear whether ligand field effects are also important in these processes.

Segmental oxygen donors ligands based on catecholate or 1-hydroxypyridone binding units have been designed as ferric ion sequestering agents. Compound 127, a biomimetic analogue of rhodotorulic acid, possesses the structural characteristics required for the formation of dinuclear complexes with Fe(III) and a stable 2:3 complex $[\text{Fe}_2(127)_3]$ (log $\beta$ = 52.3(3)) is obtained in basic medium. $[\text{Fe}_2(127)_3]$ crystallizes to give orange-red needles whose X-ray crystal structure corresponds to a pseudo-D$_3$ triple-stranded helical structure with two pseudo-octahedrally coordinated Fe(III) as proposed for the natural siderophore $[\text{Fe}_2(\text{rhodotorulic acid})_3]$ (Figure 41). Only the left-handed helicate $[(\text{M,M})-\text{Fe}_2(127)_3]$ is observed in the measured crystal (space group P6$_3$) as a result of spontaneous resolution during crystallization.
system corresponds to the fast helical interconversion
\([\text{[P,P]}-\text{Ga}_2(\text{130})]^{3+} \leftrightarrow [\text{[M,M]}-\text{Ga}_2(\text{130})]^{3+}\) on the NMR time scale. A line-shape analysis of the signals allows the calculation of the free energy inversion barrier which is only 1.2 times higher than that obtained for the mononuclear precursor. The authors conclude that (i) the two metallic centres are weakly mechanically coupled in the triple-stranded helicate and (ii) the mechanism of the helical interconversion involves the heteroionic side-by-side conformer \([\text{[P,P]}-\text{Ga}_2(\text{130})]^{3+}\) as an intermediate which is produced by a single Bailar twist along the reaction pathway. This result strongly contrasts with the significantly increased inertness reported for the polynuclear triple-stranded helicates \([\text{Ni}_3(\text{124})]^{6+}\) and \([\text{Co}_2(\text{126})]^{4+}\) and it may be tentatively attributed to the lack of ligand field effect for Ga(III) and to a larger helical pitch in \([\text{Ga}_2(\text{130})]^{3+}\). The analogous, but heteroionic helicate \([\text{Ga}_2(\text{131})]^{3+}\) exists in solution as a mixture of head-to-tail (HHT) and head-to-head (HHH) conformers (ratio \(= 1.86\)) which undergo helical interconversion processes similar to those found for \([\text{Ga}_2(\text{130})]^{3+}\). However, no fast (HHH)-\([\text{Ga}_2(\text{131})]^{3+}\) \(\leftrightarrow\) (HHT)-\([\text{Ga}_2(\text{131})]^{3+}\) isomerization was observed in solution on the NMR time scale. Self-recognition of triple-stranded helicates has been demonstrated recently by Raymond and co-workers with the series of bis-catecholate ligands \(\text{132–134}\) which differ only by the number of the binding units. Upon reaction of a mixture of \(\text{132–134}\) with a stoichiometric amount of \([\text{Ga(acetylacetonato)}_2]\) in basic aqueous solution, the homostreanded triple-stranded helicates \([\text{Ga}_3(\text{132})]^{3+}\), \([\text{Ga}_2(\text{133})]^{3+}\), and \([\text{Ga}_2(\text{134})]^{3+}\) were exclusively formed and no trace of heterostreanded helicates was detected by \(^1\)H NMR or ES-MS. This points to a remarkable cooperative process occurring between the ligands and the metal ions which is closely related to the self-recognition of double-stranded helicates with oligo-bipyridine ligands previously reported by Lehn and co-workers (Figure 26). The bis-catecholate ligand \(\text{136}\) reacts with Ti(IV) to give the \(\text{D}_{3h}\)-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Ti}_3(\text{136})]^{3+}\) whose X-ray crystal structure reveals the incorporation of a counterion Li\(^+\) within the self-assembled metal-containing macrobicyclic cavity to give \([\text{Li[CiTi}_3(\text{136})]^{3+}\). The analogous elongated ligand \(\text{137}\) produces selectively the \(\text{C}_{3v}\)-side-by-side triple-stranded helicate \([\text{[M,P]}-\text{Ti}_3(\text{137})]^{3+}\) to the observation of diastereotopic protons for the central methylene group in the \(^1\)H-NMR spectrum. The crystal structure unambiguously confirms this statement and shows the nonhelical side-by-side structure where the two Ti(IV)\(\text{s}\) display opposite conformations in severely distorted octahedral sites. As found for \([\text{Li[SiTi}_3(\text{136})]^{3+}\), Albrecht and Kotila observe the inclusion of one Na\(^+\) in the larger metal-containing macrobicyclic cavity generated by the three wrapped strands in \([\text{Na[SiTi}_3(\text{137})]^{3+}\). In both structures, the alkali metal cation is asymmetrically bound to endohedral oxygen atoms of the catechoilate binding units. In methanol solution, the triple-helical structure is maintained, but \(^{23}\)Na NMR spectra show no evidence for the complexation of Li\(^+\) inside the self-assembled macrobicyclic cavities. On the other hand, \(^{23}\)Na NMR studies clearly establish that Na\(^+\) is coordinated in the macrobicyclic cavity of \([\text{NaC}2\text{Ti}_3(\text{137})]^{3+}\) and rapidly exchanges with the bulk solution at room temperature (\(\Delta G^\circ = 31.36\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\)). Competition experiments with K\(^+\) show that Na\(^+\) is displaced by K\(^+\) which better fits the large cavity of \([\text{Ti}_2(\text{137})]^{3+}\), while Li\(^+\) has only little effect because its small size. Temperature-dependent \(^1\)H-NMR data show that rapid interconversion between P and M conformations of the chiral octahedral Ti(IV) centers occurs in methanol for the triple-stranded helicates with energy barriers of \(\Delta G^\circ = 43.1\) and 69.4 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for \([\text{Ti}_2(\text{136})]^{3+}\) and \([\text{Ti}_2(\text{137})]^{3+}\), respectively. It thus appears that the structure of the self-assembled helicate (side-by-side, vs helical) and the dynamic helical inversion of the chiral Ti(IV) centers depend on the zig zag conformation of the alkyl spacers connecting the ligand moieties. An even number of methylene units favors the helical conformation and rapid helical interconversion, while an odd number leads to the more inert side-by-side conformer. This has been confirmed recently with the synthesis of the two ligands \(\text{135}\) and \(\text{138}\) which possess one and six methylene units between the binding units respectively. As expected, \(\text{135}\) produces the self-assembled \(\text{C}_{3v}\)-side-by-side triple-stranded helicate \([\text{[M,P]}-\text{Ti}_3(\text{135})]^{3+}\) while \(\text{138}\) leads to the \(\text{D}_3\)-helical triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Ti}_3(\text{138})]^{3+}\). Surprisingly, no Li\(^+\) are found within the cryptand cavity in the crystal structure of \(\text{K}_4[\text{Ti}_2(\text{138})]^{3+}\) but three Li\(^+\) are bound on the periphery of the cavity, thus blocking the access for further cations. In \(\text{K}_4[\text{Ti}_2(\text{138})]^{3+}\), the cavity is large enough to accommodate two K\(^+\) and the helicate is better described as \([\text{K}_2\text{C}_2\text{Ti}_3(\text{138})]^{3-}\).

In an effort to design effective asymmetric catalyst, Corey and co-workers have synthesized the enantio-merically pure tetraol \((\text{S},\text{R},\text{R},\text{S})-\text{13}\) from \(\text{D}\)-mannotol. Initial attempts to form the desired mononuclear Ti(IV) catalyst failed, but the careful examination of the reaction products have established the exclusive formation of a trimuclear \(\text{D}_3\)-symmetrical triple-stranded helicate \([\text{Ti}_3(\text{S},\text{R},\text{R},\text{S})-\text{13}]^{3+}\). Although not considered in the original report, it seems that only one diastereomer exists in solution which may be tentatively attributed to the left-handed helicate \([\text{[M,M,M]}-\text{Ti}_3((\text{S},\text{R},\text{R},\text{S})-\text{13})]^{3+}\) according to the crystal structure (Figure 42).

Among the early planned preparations of triple-stranded helices, Shanzer and co-workers synthesized chiral tripodal podands \(\text{139}\) and \(\text{140}\), possessing two hydroxamate binding units and three lateral carboxamide units which are good candidates for interstrand hydrogen bonding in order to limit the random coiling of the organic chains. The podand \(\text{139}\) reacts with Fe(III) to give the mononuclear \([\text{Fe}(\text{139})\text{3H}]^{3+}\) and dinuclear \([\text{Fe}_2(\text{139})\text{6H}]^{4+}\) complexes. \(^1\)H NMR and circular dichroism studies of the dinuclear complex have established (i) a restricted conformational freedom of the strands resulting from interstrand hydrogen bonds and (ii) the selective formation of the right-handed (P,P) helical structure (Figure 43). Minor structural variations within the chains dramatically affect the final helical edifice as exemplified by the exclusive formation of the opposite diastereomeric left-handed helicate \([\text{[M,M]}-\text{Fe}_2(\text{140})\text{3H}]^{4+}\).
with the analogous chiral ligand 140 where one carboxamide is replaced by an ester group.

As discussed previously for double-stranded helicates obtained from tridentate binding units and octahedral metal ions (Figure 33), an oligo-bidentate ligand strand combined with octahedral ions does not systematically produce polynuclear triple-stranded helicates. Recently, Lehn and co-workers have reported that the oligo-bipyridine strand 124, which forms the triple-stranded helicate [Ni3(124)]6+, produces a circular double-stranded pentanuclear helicate [Fe5(124)(Cl)]9+ upon reaction with FeCl2 (Figure 44). The X-ray crystal structure reveals that five Fe(II) occupy the corners of a pentagon with an edge length of 8.4 Å (Fe···Fe distance). The internal cavity has a radius of 1.75 Å, well adapted for the complexation of the central chloride anion which is strongly bound. Surprisingly, the reaction of 124 with Fe(BF4)2 produces a different hexameric complex [Fe6(124)]12+ which strongly suggests that the resulting final architecture depends on a subtle balance between the stereochemical preferences of the metal ion and the effect of the counterion. This has been elegantly demonstrated by Raymond and co-workers who have recently used sterically constrained bis-bidentate hydroxamate ligands for the selective generation of symmetry-driven tetrahedral metal-containing clusters [Fe4L6] with pseudooctahedral Fe(III) as an alternative to the formation of the more classical triple-stranded helicate [Fe3L3] (both supramolecular complexes possess the same stoichiometric Fe:L ratio).

c. Nine-Coordinate Metal Ions. An increase in the denticity of the binding units from bidentate to tridentate requires metal ions with larger coordination numbers to match the intrinsic information leading to triple-stranded helicates. A symmetrical segmental bis-tridentate ligand is suitable to generate homotopic triple-stranded helicates with nine-coordinate metal ions. Lanthanide cations Ln(III) (Ln = La–Lu) are good candidates because they tend to be nine-coordinate with simple monodentate ligands and to adopt a tricapped trigonal prismatic coordination geometry close to the idealized D3h symmetry. The ligand strand 98 has been designed for this purpose by Piguet, Bünzli, and co-workers and the self-assembled dinuclear lanthanide complexes [Ln2(98)3]+ are readily obtained by the simple mixing of Ln(ClO4)3 and 98 in acetonitrile (Figure 45). Spectroscopic investigations (ES-MS, UV–vis, luminescence) have established a D3-helical triple-stranded helical structure for [Ln2(98)3]+ in solution which has been confirmed by the crystal structure of [Eu2(98)3]+. Each Eu(III) is nine-coordinated by three tridentate units and efficiently protected from external interactions. The authors have taken advantage of this feature together with the particular emitting properties of Eu(III) and Tb(III) to design light-converting triple-stranded helicates. The self-assembly of heterodinuclear helicates [(Ln1)Ln2(98)3]+ has been followed by ES-MS and 1H NMR and systematic deviations from the expected statistical distribution point to an interaction between the coordination sites depending on the size of the lanthanide metal ions and mediated by the ligand backbone, a feature related to allosteric and cooperative processes in supramolecular complexes.

Figure 42. Crystal structure of [(M,M,M)-Ti3((R,S,R)-13)]. (Reproduced with permission from ref 54. Copyright 1994 Elsevier Science Ltd.)

Figure 43. Schematic representation of the stereoselective formation of the triple-stranded helicates [(P,P)-Fe2(139-6H)] and [(M,M)-Fe2(140-6H)].
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A trinuclear triple-stranded helicate [Eu₃(141)₃]³⁺ (Chart 17) has been evidenced in solution according to ES-MS, UV-vis, and NMR spectroscopies, but its high positive charge makes it very sensitive to hydrolysis and requires strict anhydrous conditions to be observed.

2. Saturated Heterotopic Triple-Stranded Helicates

As a result of efforts to design organized luminescent and magnetically active lanthanide probes with predetermined properties, Piguet, Bünzli, and co-workers have synthesized segmental heterotopic ligands 8 and 109 possessing a bidentate and a tridentate binding unit coded for the recognition of 3d and 4f block metal ions respectively. The self-assembly of heterodinuclear d–f supramolecular complexes indeed occurs and 8 reacts with Zn(II) and Ln(III) (Ln = La–Lu) to give selectively the C₃-symmetrical heterotopic head-to-head triple-stranded helicate (HHH)–[LnZn(8)₃]³⁺ in acetonitrile (Figure 6). The detailed investigation of the multicomponent assembly process implies several equilibria between the heterodinuclear helicate and its homonuclear precursors. As a result of the limited affinity of soft aromatic nitrogen donor atoms for Ln(III), the quantitative formation of the heterotopic triple-stranded helicate is restricted to a well-defined set of suitable external conditions: (i) total ligand concentration ≥ 10⁻² M, (ii) stoichiometric ratio Ln(III): Zn(II):8 = 1:1:3 and (iii) noncoordinating anions or solvent (Figure 46). In absence of X-ray data, the
structural characterization of the triple-stranded helicates (HHH)-[LnZn(8)]\(^{3+}\) is based on \(^1\)H NMR and high-resolution emission spectra using lanthanide metal ions as a structural paramagnetic and luminescent probe respectively. \(^{36,37}\) Zn(II) lies in the facial pseudooctahedral site produced by the three bidentate binding units and acts as a noncovalent tripod which organizes the remaining tridentate binding units for their pseudotricapped trigonal prismatic coordination to Ln(III). Surprisingly, the reaction of 8 with Ln(III) (Ln = La–Eu) in the absence of d-block ions also produces selectively a heterotopic triple-stranded helicate (HHT)-[Ln\(_2\)(8)]\(^{3+}\) despite the poor matching between the intrinsic informations of the ligands and those of the metal ions. The complicated \(^1\)H-NMR spectra point to a C\(_2\)-symmetrical head-to-tail arrangement of the strands which was confirmed by luminescence spectra compatible with the existence of a seven-coordinate and an eight-coordinate Ln(III) (Figure 6).\(^{36,37}\) This supramolecular complex (HHT)-[Ln\(_2\)(8)]\(^{3+}\) is the only reported example of a saturated homonuclear heterotopic triple-stranded helicate.

Zn(II) can be replaced by Fe(II), but the sterically more demanding d\(_6\) Fe(II)\(^{188}\) induces some distortion in the helical structure and prevents the structural contraction required for the complexation of heavy Ln(III) leading to the self-assembly of (HHH)-[LnFe(8)]\(^{3+}\) only for the larger Ln(III) (Ln = La–Eu).\(^{189}\) New magnetic and thermochromic properties are associated with these self-assembled helicates since Fe(II) displays a spin-crossover equilibrium near room temperature.\(^{189}\)

In order to increase the selectivity of the assembly process and the quantum yield of the emitting lanthanide complex, the terminal benzimidazole group of 8 has been replaced by a N,N-diethylcarbamoyl group in 109. The quantitative formation of the heterotopic head-to-head triple-stranded helicate (HHH)-[LnZn(109)]\(^{3+}\) is observed even at very low

---

**Figure 46.** Self-assembly of 8 with La(III) and Zn(II). Stability constants are given as log(\(\beta\)) and R is 3,5-dimethoxybenzyl.\(^{37}\)
V. Applications of Helicates

A considerable part of the research devoted to the helicates is academic and results from the design of aesthetically appealing helical and entwined supramolecular structures. Beyond this enjoyable aspect, the systematic investigation of the intrinsic informations encoded in the components yields an inroad into new technologies and new synthetic processes based on the detailed understanding of self-assembly and self-organization. This field has reached a point where it is now possible to consider some specific applications associated with these fascinating helical structures. A first attractive project is the introduction of self-assembled helicates as building blocks in helical macromolecular structures leading to new chiral and nonlinear properties. Columnar right-handed helical superstructures based on complementary self-assembled hydrogen-bonded supramolecular complexes have been reported by Lehn and co-workers, and a related transfer of molecular helical chirality to a larger supramolecular edifice using a double-stranded helicate has been proposed by Eisenbach, Newkome, and co-workers. Their synthetic strategy aims to develop the 6,6'-bis-functionalized oligobipyridine unit 67 possessing long lipophilic organic chains which can generate double-stranded helical cores \( [Cu_2(67)]^{2+} \) within the polymeric backbone. An alternative approach uses the packing of helicates along their helical axis to produce helical columns of stacked complexes. This has been fortuitously observed in the crystal structures of the double-stranded helicate \( [Cu_2(48)]^{2+} \) which forms adjacent infinite helical columns of opposite helicity (Figure 49) and in packed dimers for (i) the double-stranded helicate \( (HHH)-[EuZn(109)]^{5+} \) (the two units display identical helicity) and (ii) the triple-stranded helicate \( (HHH)-[EuZn(109)]^{5+} \) (the two packed cations are related by a center of inversion). Planned syntheses of infinite single-stranded \( [Cu_2(40)]^{2+} \) and triple-stranded helicates derived from the building block \( [[Nd(9)]_3]^{3+} \) have been proposed, but no detailed studies of the properties of these new materials have been reported. The generation of dinuclear helicates produces metal-containing macroyclic (for double-stranded...
helicates), or macrobicyclic (for triple-stranded helicates) cavities constituted by the wrapped strands and the coordinated metal ions. Except for side-by-side helicates, this cavity is chiral and may lead to selective host–guest recognition processes. Systematic investigations of potential host cavities based on self-assembled double-stranded helicates have been reported by Beer and co-workers (ligands 76–80) and by Harding and co-workers (ligands 81–83 and 95–97). Until now, only few host–guest interactions have been clearly established, but (i) o- and m-dimethoxybenzene have been found to act as templating agents for the formation of the D₂-helical double-stranded helicate [Zn₂(83)]₄⁺ where they probably occupy the intermetallic cavity and (ii) alkali metal cations (Li⁺, Na⁺, K⁺) has been found in the macrobicyclic cavity of the triple-stranded helicate [Li₂[Ti₂(136)]₃]₃⁻, [Na₂[Ti₂(137)]₃]₃⁻, and [K₂[Ti₂(138)]₃]₂⁻ in the solid state and in solution for [Na₂[Ti₂(137)]₃]₃⁻. A chloride anion has been observed to be strongly bound in the internal cavity of the circular double-stranded helicate [Fe₅-(124)[Cl]]₉⁺ (Figure 44). It has been suggested that the chloride anion may act as a template for the formation of this particular helicate. Nabeshima and co-workers have developed an alternative approach using acyclic polyether ligands connected to terminal bipyridine 145 or oligobipyridine units 146 (Chart 18). Upon complexation to Cu(I), the self-assembly leading to the double-stranded helicate [Cu₂(146)]²⁺ simultaneously produces a chiral metal-containing pseudocrown ether suitable for complexation and recognition of alkali (Figure 50). The mononuclear precursor [Cu(145)]⁺ indeed efficiently transports alkali metals in the metal-containing macrocyclic cavity with a high selectivity for K⁺ resulting from a balance between the cavity size and the electrostatic repulsion between the alkali ion and the copper metal ion coordinated to the bipyridine units of the artificial allosteric ionophore. In the dinuclear helicate [Cu₂-(146)]²⁺, the cooperative binding of Cu(I) significantly increases the kinetic inertness which blocks the fast racemization observed for [Cu(145)]⁺ and provides a chiral pseudocrown ether cavity. Preliminary studies
with potassium L-mandelate strongly suggest chiral host–guest interactions.\textsuperscript{13} The use of helicates in host–guest recognition processes is not limited to endoreceptors and Lehn and co-workers have taken advantage of the specific orientation of the bipyridine binding units in their double-stranded helicates to design exoreceptors.\textsuperscript{110,113} The di- to pentanuclear double-stranded helicates $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{55})_2]^2^+$, $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{4})_2]^3^+$, $[\text{Cu}_4(\text{61})_2]^4^+$, and $[\text{Cu}_5(\text{63})]^5^+$ strongly bind double-helical DNA and the binding affinity depends on the size of the helicate.\textsuperscript{113} Although the helicates have probably multiple interacting sites, several elements point to major-grove binding. Single-strand cleavage of DNA is observed upon visible-light irradiation making these helicates promising candidates for the selective recognition, binding, and cleavage of oligonucleotides.\textsuperscript{113} The attachment of thymidine groups on the periphery of the double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(\text{60})_2]^3^+$ might provide exoreceptors for thymidine–adenine–thymine interactions of the triple-helix type\textsuperscript{196} with adenine–thymine pairs in the DNA.\textsuperscript{110}

Dinuclear double-stranded helicates have been used by Dietrich-Buchecker, Sauvage, and co-workers as precursors for the synthesis of topologically non-trivial trefoil knots and interlocked catenanes.\textsuperscript{12,116,117} Their strategy requires the formation of stable polynuclear double-stranded helicates which then undergo a four-center cyclization of the appropriate termini (Figure 51).\textsuperscript{12} Initial attempts used the demethylated dinuclear double-stranded helicate derived from $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{69})_2]^2^+$ and led to the first knotted system 147 in only 3\% yield.\textsuperscript{197} The main limitation of this strategy is associated with an unfavorable thermodynamic equilibrium between the $D_2$-helical and the $C_2$-side-by-side helicates (ratio 1:8); the latter conformer producing the unknotted bis-macrocycle structure 148 (Figure 51a). Further investigations led to quantitative formation of the $D_2$-helical double-stranded helicate $[\text{Cu}_2(\text{71})_2]^2^+$ with the benzene-1,3-diyl spacer, eventually leading to the final trefoil knot in 30\% yield.\textsuperscript{117} The formation of the knot induces a significant kinetic stabilization of the coordinated metal ions and controlled demetalation of only one metal ion produces a vacant tetrahedral coordination site which can be easily occupied by an entering metal ion leading to heterodinuclear CuAg and CuZn knotted complexes reminiscent of
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**Figure 51.** Metal-templated synthesis of (a) a molecular trefoil knot\textsuperscript{12,116} and (b) a doubly interlocked [2]-catenate.\textsuperscript{199} (Reproduced with permission from refs 116 and 199. Copyright 1992 and 1996 Gauthier-Villars Publishers.)
heterodinuclear helicates. Trinuclear double-stranded helicates are precursors of more complicated topologically nontrivial structures and the doubly interlocked [2]-catenane has been detected in an intricate mixture of products (Figure 51b). Several promising developments of topologically complex structures based on helicates have been proposed and recently reviewed. For double-stranded helicates, an odd number of metal ions provides a route to (n+1)-crossing-[2] catenanes while an even number of metals gives knotted single curves. Extension of this strategy to a multicenter cyclization (six or more) has not yet been attempted, but the circular helicates [Fe(98)] and [Fe(124)](Cl) might be good candidates for the preparation of repetitively trefoil and fivefoil knots while more complicated entwined or knotted structures might result from (i) triple-stranded helicate as precursors and (ii) the dimerization of semiknotted helical threads leading to the formation of molecular composite knots. Sauvage and co-workers have recently reported the first preparation of a composite trefoil knot obtained by the Glaser coupling of two semiknotted dinuclear double-stranded helicates.

Careful consideration of space-filling models of double- and triple-stranded helicates shows that the wrapping of the strands produces compact structures where the metal ions are not easily accessible. Photophysical studies of the double-stranded helicates [Cu(34)] and [Cu(68)] have established that the metals are sufficiently protected from external interactions (i.e., solvent or anion quenching processes) to give significant luminescence of the MLCT level. However, minor distortions of the coordination sites in the analogous double-stranded helicates [Cu(52)] and [Cu(84)] allow some interactions with the surrounding medium which completely quench the luminescence. For triple-stranded helicates, the three closely packed strands are expected to protect more efficiently the metal ions as demonstrated by the long lifetime emission (~2 ms) of the D level of the mononuclear lanthanide precursor [Eu(44)] and. However, the quantum yield in solution is low as a result of intramolecular quenching processes associated with the helically packed 2,6-bis-benzimidazole-pyridine ligands and Piguet, Bünzli, and co-workers have suggested that the development of supramolecular UV-visible light-converting devices based on triple-stranded helical lanthanide building blocks requires their introduction into heterotopic helicates where a thermodynamically stable and structurally rigid pseudooctahedral d-block metal ion occupies one coordination site. According to this strategy, the first heterotopic triple-stranded helicate (HHH)-[LnZn(8)] and (Ln = La–Lu) have been isolated recently and display the expected threaded structure with the d-block metal ions occupying the pseudooctahedral site defined by the three bidentate binding units of the strands (Figure 6). Despite protection of the lanthanide by the three strands, intramolecular quenching processes lead to only faint luminescence in (HHH)-[LnZn(8)] (Ln = Eu, Tb). This drawback is avoided in the analogous, but strongly luminescent triple-stranded helicate (HHH)-[EuZn(109)] where carboxamide groups favor intra-molecular ligand → Eu energy transfer. The introduction of two different Ln into the homotopic triple-stranded helicate [EuTb(98)] has initiated the investigation of promising directional visible → visible supramolecular light-converting devices (Figure 52).

The recent preparation of the unsaturated heterodinuclear helicate (HHH)-[Ru(7)(C2O4)] offers promising possibilities for the development of photophysical and electrochemical devices. Preliminary studies show that [Ru(7)(H2O)] can be oxidized to Ru(IV) and Ru(VI) oxo species which are active catalysts for the oxidation of various organic substrates. However, no reliable structure for the oxidized form of these catalytic has been established and it is not clear if the double-stranded helical structure is retained.

VI. Characterization of Self-Assembled Helicates

The reversible labile noncovalent interactions involved in the assembly of supramolecular complexes provide molecular edifices in equilibrium with their components. The characterization of the final complexes in solution is thus a challenge, but the detailed knowledge of the thermodynamic recognition processes occurring in solution is crucial for the design of stable helicates with predetermined structural and electronic properties. Complete and detailed structural information may be readily obtained from X-ray crystal structures provided not only that the desired helicate is isolable in the solid state, but that it yields crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction studies. Most of the structural descriptions of helicates reported in the literature result from X-ray diffraction studies, but a total reliance on crystal structure determination poses several problems: (i) it is quite often impossible to grow suitable crystals for large supramolecular helicates and, when it is possible, disordered solvent molecules and counterions can give considerable problems for the resolution and refinement of the structure (see section VI.B) and (ii) the crystalization process may affect significantly the external conditions controlling the assembly process leading to structures in the solid state different from the species observed in solution. Therefore, the complete characterization of the species formed in solution is necessary, but it is particularly difficult for helicates because (i) these supramolecular complexes are labile, (ii) they often display complicated dynamic behavior in solution, and (iii) they bear positive or negative charges (only
few helicates are neutral\(^1\)\(^{174}\) and they are nonvolatile which severely limits the use of classical MS techniques and low-resolution solution-phase methods based on colligative properties for the determination of molecular weights\(^1\)\(^{14,40}\).

### A. Thermodynamic Self-Assembly and Solution Structures

NMR spectroscopy is often considered as the method of choice for characterizing helicates in solution and this is probably justified for the structural investigations of the final helicate (vide infra). However, NMR techniques suffer from two major drawbacks for the complete characterization of the thermodynamic processes: (i) large concentrations of helicates are required for recording NMR spectra which prevent the observation of poorly stable intermediates and (ii) dynamic equilibria on the NMR time scale between conformers or diastereomers may hinder the detailed characterization of multicomponent self-assemblies. Consequently, only a few complete solution studies of helicate self-assembly have been reported. However, the pioneer work of Lehn and co-workers dedicated to cooperativity\(^43,46,47\) and self-recognition\(^1\)\(^{15}\) in solution, and the application of the new soft electrospray-MS (ES-MS) technique\(^202\) to the characterization of helicates by Hopfgartner, Piguet, and co-workers\(^206,140\) and by Lehn and co-workers\(^1\)\(^{15}\) have led to an efficient three-step procedure for characterizing helicate self-assemblies: (1) a reliable qualitative speciation of the intermediates and products involved in the assembly process is obtained by ES-MS titrations of the ligand strands with the metal ions, (2) the quantitative analysis is then obtained by mathematical fitting of spectrophotometric or potentiometric titrations obtained in the same conditions as those used for ES-MS, and (3) NMR spectroscopy associated with other techniques (electrochemistry, emission spectroscopy, etc.) is used for the structural investigation of the various complexes in solution.

#### 1. Qualitative Speciation

First, the exact number of intermediates and helicates formed by the self-assembly must be estimated together with their relative and absolute stoichiometries. Before the development of ES-MS, no universal and reliable methods were available. Attempts using factor analysis\(^203\) or single value decomposition\(^203\) applied to spectrophotometric data\(^203\) have led to satisfying speciations for homotopic double- and triple-stranded helicates with d-block metal ions,\(^29,163\) but to oversimplifications in the assembly of triple-stranded helicates with 4f-block metal ions as a result of the correlation between the absorption spectra of the various intermediates.\(^37,150,184\)

The relative stoichiometry of the various components within supramolecular helicates has been tentatively addressed by using evolving factor analysis\(^205\) or Job's plots\(^206\) which are satisfying for simple assembly processes,\(^174\) but inaccurate for complicated processes as exemplified by the dinuclear double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}_2(44)_2]^{2+}\) which was first thought to spontaneously dissociate in solution to give the T-shaped mononuclear complex \([\text{Cu}(44)]^{+}\).\(^94\) Subsequent conductivity and NMR measurements eventually established that the dinuclear helical structure was maintained in aprotic solvents.\(^91\) The use of mass spectrometry as a chemical balance for molecular weights was considered as a promising technique quite early in the development of supramolecular chemistry, but the transfer of nonvolatile charged and weakly stable species into the gas phase was difficult. Fast atom bombardment MS (FAB-MS)\(^207\) was first applied to the characterization of helicates after their isolation in the solid state\(^202,64,12,120\) and it is still used in some isolated cases.\(^30\)

FAB-MS requires solubilization or suspension of the complex in a liquid matrix (e.g., nitrobenzyl alcohol) deposed on a target which is then bombarded with neutral atoms (argon or xenon) to generate gas phase ions via a complex mechanism. Typical FAB-MS spectra of double-stranded helicates \([\text{M}_2\text{L}_2]^{4+}\) show series of singly charged peaks corresponding to \([\text{M}_2\text{L}_2(X)_3]^{+}\), where, for instance \(\text{M}(\text{II}) = \text{Mn, Fe, Cu, Cd, and X = PF}_6^{-}\). Unfortunately, the monomer \([\text{ML}]^{2+}\) is often observed as the base peak of the FAB-MS spectra, and it is difficult to establish clearly if it results from fragmentation occurring during the ionization process or from its existence as a chemical entity in the sample. Moreover, FAB-MS ionization can often lead to (i) matrix interferences especially in the low mass to charge range, (ii) fragmentation (often intense and preventing the detection of the molecular ion), (iii) reduction, or (iv) demetalation of the complexes. The application of UV-matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)\(^208\) for the characterization of supramolecular complexes has not yet been demonstrated although this technique also requires dissolution of the complex in a matrix.\(^208\)

However, as a result of the relatively strong conditions of volatilization used in MALDI, extensive fragmentation of the complexes is expected. In general, the use of a matrix chemically different from the solvents in which the NMR and spectrophotometric studies are performed in solution can be a severe handicap for the correlation of the MS results with those obtained with other techniques.

Recently, considerable interest has been focused on electrospray ionization as a means of handling intractable, high-molecular weight compounds such as biopolymers.\(^202\) Electrospray (ES) is a very soft atmospheric pressure ionization (API) technique where the sample solution is infused at flow rates typically in the range of 1–10 \(\mu\text{L/minute}\) through a stainless steel or a fused silica capillary sprayer. A charged aerosol of very fine droplets is generated by applying a high electric potential (4–6 kV) to the tip of the sprayer. Preformed ions in solution are then transformed into gas-phase ions by the rapid decrease of droplet size according to a mechanism which is not fully understood.\(^210,211\) Gas-phase ions are then sampled from the atmospheric pressure into the high vacuum through an interface while neutral solvent molecules remain outside. Various mass analyzers (quadrupole, ion traps, time-of-flight, magnetic sectors, and ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers) have been used to separate these ions according to their \(m/z\) ratios.\(^212\)

Desolvation and/or declustering of the analyte ions without causing fragmentation (up-front collision-induced dissociation)\(^213\) can be performed in the
interface with the help of (i) heat, (ii) an inert curtain gas, or (iii) electric forces depending on the interface design. Pure electrospray was originally limited to very low flow rates (1–10 µL/min) and essentially organic solvent mixtures (methanol or acetonitrile). The spray process has been further optimized and different modifications of electrospray were developed including nanospray and ion spray (IS-MS) (pneumatically assisted electrospray).

Coordination and supramolecular complexes are typical examples of preformed ions in solution which are difficult to analyze by using classical mass spectrometry techniques. Chait and co-workers first demonstrated the applicability of ES-MS for the analysis of [Ru(bipy)₃]²⁺ in acetonitrile, methanol, or acetone. Applications to supramolecular self-assembly processes rapidly followed. Hopfgartner and co-workers applied this technique to helicates and van Dorsseelaer and co-workers to cyclindrical metal-containing assemblies, interlocked catenanes and knots, and metal-containing macrocycles.

One of the key features of ES-MS for the analysis of supramolecular complexes is the conservation of the charge state from the condensed phase into the gas phase leading to the reliable determination of the molecular weight of the supramolecular cationic complexes from signals at rather low to mass-to-charge value (m/z) resulting from the multiply charged nature of the cations. The systematic application of this technique shows that ES-MS spectra qualitatively reflect the nature and the distribution of the various species present in solution. A large selection of solvents can be used for ES-MS analysis including water, methanol, acetonitrile, acetone, and chloroform. In order to limit decomposition, ES-MS spectra of supramolecular complexes are recorded from relatively concentrated solutions for mass spectrometry (about 10⁻⁴ M), and it appears essential to operate the instrument under rather unusual conditions (reduced multiplier gain, sprayer position, sprayer voltage) which prevent saturation of the signal. Since electrospray ionization may be considered as an electrophoresis cell of a special type, oxidation of stainless steel sprayers during the ionization process can severely affect the mass spectra, a fused silica sprayer should therefore be preferred.

One of the early ES-MS analyses of a supramolecular complex concerned the triple-stranded helicate [Co₅(5)]⁺[ClO₄]⁴⁺ (1891.37 g mol⁻¹). The ES-MS spectrum for a concentration of 10⁻⁴ M in acetonitrile led to the almost exclusive observation of the cation [Co₅(5)]⁺ at m/z 373 with isotopic peaks separated by 0.25 Da which confirmed the charge 4⁺ borne by the cation (Figure 53). Further results that peak from the association with perchlorate anions were observed at m/z 530 and 846 and correspond to [Co₅(5)]⁺[ClO₄]⁴⁻ and [Co₅(5)]⁺[ClO₄]⁵⁻, respectively. These associations between the cationic helicates and various counteranions (CF₃SO₃⁻, PF₆⁻, ClO₄⁻) are very common in ES-MS and have been tentatively attributed to electrostatic interactions. It is worth noting that the relative intensities of these ions in the spectra strongly depend on the sprayer position. Under soft declustering conditions no significant fragmentation is observed which allows the easy characterization of mixtures as demonstrated by Lehn and co-workers during the self-recognition of the oligobipyridine strands and. The metal ions Cu(I) and Ni(II) in acetonitrile. In the ES-MS spectra, they only found peaks corresponding to the double-stranded helicate [Cu₃(4)]³⁺ (m/z 450.3) and the triple-stranded helicate [Ni₃(124)]⁶⁺ (m/z 303.6) complexes (Figure 54). No interference originating from the infusing solvent is observed.

The ES-MS characterization of a supramolecular complex requires a reliable assignment of its total charge. This is particularly critical for self-assembled dinuclear double-stranded helicates because the singly-charged monomer (for instance [Cu₃(4)]³⁺) and the doubly-charged helicate ([Cu₅(5)]²⁻) display the same mass to charge ratio (m/z 675.4) (Figure 55). The isotopic mass distribution shows peaks separated by 0.5 Da which is only compatible with the doubly charged species and the formation of the double-stranded helicate. However, tandem MS-MS experiments have demonstrated that the dimer [Cu₂(4)]³⁺ fragments in the gas phase to give the monomer [Cu₃(4)]¹⁺. Thus the declustering energy for the analysis of such complexes should be kept as low as possible.

Unfortunately, the resolution of quadrupole instruments is limited to doubly or triply charged ions. For higher charge states magnetic sector or ion trap mass spectrometer are more adequate as exemplified by Ho and co-workers who have used the isotopic mass distribution for the ES-MS characterization of the double-stranded helicate [Cu₅(93)]²⁻ with a magnetic sector instrument. An alternative approach for the determination of the charge state (and
the molecular weight of the helicate) is the use of peaks resulting from the association with counterions. For cationic supramolecular helicates, the association with counteranions (ClO₄⁻, PF₆⁻) produces an increase of the mass and a decrease of the total charge of the complex by one unit. The molecular weight of the complex can be thus determined as described for proteins.¹⁴⁰ Using this approach, the circular single-stranded helicates [M₃(98)₃]⁺⁺⁺ (M = Fe, Ni) have been first recognized by ES-MS while a double-stranded helical structure [M₂(98)₃]⁺⁺⁺ was suggested from spectrophotometric results. The resolution of the mass spectrometer did not allow the direct determination of the charge state of the peak at m/z 511 ([Ni₂(98)₃]⁺⁺⁺ or [Ni₃(98)₃]⁺⁺⁺), but the lack of the peak at m/z 714 corresponding to the expected perchlorate adduct [Ni₃(98)₃ClO₄]⁺⁺⁺ ruled out the double-helical structure. On the basis of the ions at m/z 633, 816, 1121, and 1731, corresponding to perchlorate adducts of a 6+ charged species, it was possible to establish the existence of the circular helicate [Ni₃(98)₃]⁺⁺⁺ in solution which has been confirmed later by NMR studies with various metal ions (Figure 56).¹⁴⁰ Recently, Leh and co-workers¹⁵² have reported a related ES-MS characterization of the circular double-stranded helicate complex [Fe₆(124)₃Cl]⁺⁺ where associations with PF₆⁻ has been observed in [Fe₆(124)₃Cl(PF₆)₁₋₄₋₈₋₁₀]ⁿ⁺⁺⁺ (n = 0 – 5). The structure of this complex was confirmed by X-ray analysis.¹⁵²

If the ES-MS analysis of supramolecular complexes with d-block metal ions is now relatively straightforward, some limitations have been found with triple-stranded helicates containing lanthanide metal ions, Ln(III), which give only faint ES-MS response.¹⁵⁰ Only saturated lanthanide helicates may be easily observed with ES-MS while unsaturated helicates are very difficult to detect.¹³⁷ A recent study of macrocyclic complexes with alkali metal ions has suggested that the response factor in the ES-MS spectra mainly depends on the solvation energy.¹²² This may explain why 4f-block helicates are more difficult to observe by ES-MS since Ln(III) are known to display large solvation energies. Nevertheless, saturated homo- and heteropolymeric triple-stranded helicates with 4f-block metal ions have been characterized successfully with ES-MS.¹⁴⁰,¹³⁰

In two cases, Van Dorsseelaer and co-workers have found that the intensities of the supramolecular complexes observed in the ES-MS spectra are in good agreement with their relative amounts calculated from spectrophotometric titrations, suggesting that a quantitative ES-MS analysis is possible.⁴,²²¹ However, the response factors in ES-MS for the different species can be affected by numerous parameters which have not yet been fully investigated such as (i) total charge of the complex, (ii) the nature of the complex, (iii) the total concentration of ligands and metal ions in solution, (iv) the solvent and solvation processes, and (v) the declustering energy. Quantitative speciation by ES-MS should be considered with caution and may apply only in very specific cases.⁴,¹⁴⁰,²²¹

In conclusion, ES-MS is generally used for the qualitative speciation of the complex present in solution at different ligand to metal ratios. This information, combined with the quantitative spectrophotometric or potentiometric titrations obtained under similar conditions allows the elaboration of a chemical model for the assembly process. A first test is then readily made by dilution at a fixed ligand to metal ratio as illustrated in Figure 57 for the heterodinuclear triple-stranded helicate (HHH)-[EuZn(109)]₃⁺⁺⁺. For a total ligand concentration of 10⁻⁴ M, only the heterodinuclear helicate [EuZn(109)]₃⁺⁺⁺ and its adducts ions are observed in acetonitrile (Figure 57a). At 10⁻⁵ M, the ES-MS spectrum reveals the formation of significant amounts of [Zn(109)]₃⁺⁺⁺ and [Zn(109)]₃⁺⁺⁺ in agreement with the stability constants proposed for the assembly process (Figure 57b).¹⁵⁰

Finally, one of the very attractive features of API interface is the ability to perform up-front collision-induced dissociation (up-front CID) by varying an electric potential in the interface. Under low declustering or up-front CID conditions, solvent molecules or traces of free ligand can form clusters with the complex of interest which may confuse the interpretation of the ES-MS spectra.¹²⁸ A careful tuning of the declustering energy leads to a controlled desolvation and the observation of the bare complex. Further structural informations on composite mixtures or single species can be gained by collision-induced dissociation (CID) in the collision cell of a triple stage mass spectrometer.¹³⁰,²²² while the analyte of interest is isolated in the first mass analyzing quadrupole and the fragments recorded in the second mass analyzing quadrupole. Preliminary tandem mass spectrometric data suggest that interlocked
complexes follow different fragmentation pathways compared with helicates.44,222 Tandem ES-MS might apply not only to the determination of molecular weights of the complexes, but also to the partial elucidation of tertiary structures in polynuclear supramolecular complexes.

2. Quantitative Speciation

In contrast to supramolecular assemblies based on weak hydrogen bonding networks which are in rapid equilibrium with their components on the NMR time scale,40 the coordination bonds involved in helicates are strong enough to prevent fast ligand exchange on the NMR time scale leading to separated and well-resolved NMR signals for the helicate and for its components. However, the stability constants are too large to allow the detection of significant quantities of intermediates in the concentrations used for NMR investigations, and NMR spectroscopy is thus inadequate to quantify the thermodynamic equilibria leading to the final helicate requires lower concentrations and/or less stable supramolecular complexes. Spectrophotometric titrations appear to be suitable even though the method of continuous variation206 has been proved to be too restrictive to study the majority of self-assembly processes14 (Job's plots have been used for the confirmation of the stoichiometry of a triple-stranded helicate [Fe2(127)].174 Nonlinear least-squares fitting of multiple-wavelengths spectrophotometric data has been used by Williams, Piguet, and co-workers to extract global stability constants for the formation of double- and triple-stranded helicates25,29,36,37,44,98,150,184,189 and by Lehn and co-workers for estimation of cooperativity in self-assemblies. 43,47 Figure 58a shows the variation of the absorption spectra upon titration of the ligand strand 58 with Cu(I) in solution. Lehn and Pfal satisfactorily fit their data to the equilibria 1–4 in which three intermediates [Cu(58)]^+, [Cu(58)]^2+, and [Cu2(58)]^2+ are involved (see section IV.B). The stability constants associated with these equilibria allow the calculation of criteria and tests for cooperativity45 and the usual Scatchard plot:224

\[
\frac{r}{[\text{Cu(I)}]} = f(r)
\]

presents a concave downward curve typical of positive cooperativity (r is the average number of occupied sites; Figure 58b).46 The direct potentiometric determination of the free concentration of Ag(I) during the self-assembly of the analogous helicate [Ag3(59)]^3+ confirms this statement and leads to a similar concave Scatchard plot.46
A simplified, but analogous analysis of spectrophotometric data developed by Williams and co-workers have led to the estimation of stability constants for homotopic triple-stranded helicates \([\text{C}_{10}\text{L}(\text{L})_{3}]^{\pm}\) (\(\text{L} = 5, 126\)). Application of this mathematical treatment to extended multicomponent self-assembly by Pigneur, Bünzli, and co-workers provides stability constants for homo- and heterotopic double- and triple-stranded helicates with 3d- and 4f-block metal ions (Figure 46). This approach is particularly useful for the assignment of diastereomers: (i) steric constraints in the cylohexyl bridge prevent the formation of side-by-side conformers, (ii) the observation of only two sets of \(^1\text{H}\) NMR signals for the protons of the pyridine rings implies a C2 axis, and (iii) a single signal in the \(^{109}\text{Ag}\)-NMR spectrum is only compatible with a C2-axis perpendicular to the helical axis leading to a head-to-tail arrangement of the strands. Numerous helicates have been characterized similarly and this approach is particularly useful for the assignment of head-to-head vs head-to-tail conformers. However, consideration only of the total number of signals in the NMR spectrum may correspond to a number of different possible point groups. Lehnharmann and co-workers first recognized the usefulness of methylene protons in the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum for the determination of the structure adopted in the final helicate. For the free ligand 4, the protons of the methylene groups of the oxopropylene bridges are enantiotopic leading to singlets (A\(_2\) spin systems) in the \(^1\text{H}\)-NMR spectrum. Upon coordination to Cu(I) in the double-stranded helicate \([\text{Cu}\_{(4)}{2}]^{\pm}\) (Figure 3), no symmetry element interconverts the hydrogen atoms connected to the same carbon atom leading to diastereotopic protons and doubles (AB spin systems) in the \(^1\text{H}\)-NMR spectra. The appearance of the AB spin system is considered as a test for the formation of the final helicate. More precise structural information may be gained when the methylene groups are judiciously introduced into the ligand strands to test the presence of C\(_2\) or \(\sigma\) symmetry elements (Figure 5).
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The systematic use of methylene probes was first developed by Piguet, Williams, and co-workers for the characterization of the double-stranded helicates $[Cu_2(L)_2]^{2+}$ ($L = 42, 45, 49$) and then applied to the elucidation of the $D_3$-helical structures of $[Co_2(L)_3]^{4+}$ ($L = 5, 126$) and $[Eu_2(98)_3]^{6+}$. For the latter complex, the $^1H$ NMR spectra display a $A_2$ spin system for the central methylene unit of the bridge (probe A) and a AB spin system for the methylene probe B which is only compatible with a $D_3$ point group (Figure 59b). A similar approach has been later followed (i) by Albrecht and co-workers to assign a $C_{3v}$-side-by-side structure to the helicate $[Ti_2(157)_3]^{4+}$ and a $D_3$-helical structure to $[Ti_2(136)_3]^{4+}$ and (ii) by Potts and co-workers to characterize double-stranded helicates derived from oligopyridine strands substituted with $S$-propyl groups. The introduction of methylene probes is also useful for the investigation of dynamic interconversion between dinuclear right-handed (P,P) and left-handed (M,M) enantiomeric helicates because average symmetry elements result from fast exchange processes on the NMR time scale leading to the coalescence of diastereotopic signals. Free energies for helical interconversion in solution have been estimated for double- and triple-stranded helicates from the investigation of the coalescence of AB spin system into $A_2$ spin systems for lateral methylene or isopropyl probes using variable-temperature NMR experiments. Once the point group has been unambiguously assigned, further fine structural informations may be gained by the systematic use of aromatic ring current effects and nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs). For self-assembled helicates of low symmetry derived from unsymmetrical ligands, NOEs are crucial for the elucidation of the structure and they have been successfully used for the structural characterization of heterodinuclear triple-stranded helicates and for the first helicates containing sulfate anions. Recently, the planned introduction of paramagnetic lanthanide metal ions possessing fast electronic relaxation rates into triple-stranded helicates has allowed reliable structural and electronic characterization in solution resulting from the separation of contact and pseudocontact contributions to the proton chemical shifts.
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B. Crystal Structures of Helicates

Recently Atwood226 in a short review devoted to diffraction studies of supramolecular compounds, showed clearly the major difficulties in the study of this class of compound as a crossing point between small and large molecule crystallography. All his remarks are also relevant to the X-ray diffraction analysis of helicates.

1. Crystal Growth and Handling

By way of preamble we can state that it is difficult to persuade such molecules to crystallize. The crystal growth of helicates, just like supramolecular compounds, is hard to handle and, depending on the solvents or counterions used, the resulting complex does not always correspond to the one expected. Their crystallization requires, in most cases, multi-solvent techniques such as layering or vapor diffusion.227 These methods are based on the difference of solubility of the complex in the various solvents. On the other hand helicates are large-size entities and show a marked trend to form solvates (Figure 60). A judicious choice of the solvents of crystallization can avoid the formation of solvates which are frequently disordered in the crystals. In most cases, helicates are charged and lipophilic complexes, and this significantly limits their solubility in both polar and nonpolar solvents. Acetonitrile is often used as a good solvent together with diethyl ether, methanol, or ethanol as precipitating agents which are all excellent partners for the formation of inclusion compounds or solvates. It should be mentioned that the addition of an excess of counterion is also used with success in the crystallization of helicates.
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2. Choice of the Counterion

Helicates are generally cationic species and the choice of adequate counterions can be critical to the multicomponent self-assembly process. The aptitude of a given counterion to coordinate the metal in place of the organic ligand must be considered with attention (NO3– > Cl- > Br– > CF3SO3– > ClO4– ≈ PF6– ≈ BF4–)230 and CF3SO3– or NO3– anions are sometimes bound to the metals. Highly symmetric anions such as PF6–, ClO4–, although frequently used as noncoordinating counterions in helicates, generate considerable disorder (Figure 61). Overlarge or conformationally flexible counterions should be avoided as a potential source of problems. In some cases the presence of more than one counterion is a necessary condition to the formation of crystalline material.150, 225 There are no general rules to choose an adequate counterion but ClO4– should be avoided in view of Figure 61.

3. Data Collection and Refinement

To minimize thermal motion and to prevent the degradation of the crystals by loss of the solvent of crystallization, low-temperature measurements are preferable. Nevertheless for a very few helicates phase transitions have been observed which lead to the destruction of the crystalline structure. The use of greases or polyfluorinated ethers to protect the crystal often hinders the accurate indexing of the faces and the dimensions of the crystal necessary to apply an absorption correction. Helicate crystals often diffract poorly and we can rarely hope for a resolution better than 1.1 Å. The number of unique reflections to be measured for such a resolution is often in the range of 10 000–20 000 and the use of
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**Figure 60.** Distribution of single-, double-, and triple-stranded helicates (including the mononuclear complexes of section IV.A.1), showing the proportion of solvates and disordered solvates in the crystal structures.
an area detector (image plate or CCD) greatly improves the quality of the data and significantly reduces the measurement time. In most cases for a resolution range between 1.0 and 1.2 Å, only one-half (two-thirds in the best cases) of the reflections are observable ($|F_o| > 4σ(|F_o|))$. This lack of diffraction data not only means that direct methods can fail, but leads also to poor data-to-parameter ratios preventing accurate treatment of the fine structure such as disorder or anisotropic atomic displacement parameters in the refinement. The choice of an adequate weighting scheme in the refinement is not trivial. The use of a normal statistical weight of $1/σ^2(|F|)$ for the reflections tends to increase the effect of the highest intensities at low angle, detrimental to the weak, higher-angle reflections in which more information on the fine details of the structure is to be found. To balance this overestimation of the large low-angle amplitudes, some authors adopt unit weights or a weighting scheme taking into account the high-angle reflections of the form (for a refinement on $|F|$, $\omega^{-1} = σ^2(F) + p |F|^2$ where p is obtained from the analysis of the variance. A survey of the recent literature concerning this type of compound shows that the conventional R values are high (often greater than 0.10), even for some unsolvated helicates.164

These structures are dominated by the packing of large cations with small anions and solvent molecules occupying the interstices. The helicates themselves are rarely subject to serious disorder (unless side chains are present) and often interstrand stacking interactions stabilize the cation, whereas the anions or solvent molecules are partially or fully disordered. The usual procedure consists of including in the least-squares refinement the contribution of discrete atoms involved in the dynamic or static disorder in order to model the observed electron density in the disordered region. The discrete atomic sites involved in the disorder may or may not overlap and are generally represented with population parameters less than unity. From our own experience, it is not unusual, mainly in highly charged helicates (+4 or +5) to have to search for a perchlorate or a trifluoromethanesulfonate anion in the residual electron density of about 2 eÅ$^{-3}$, clearly indicating that the anion is distributed over a large number of sites and orientations in the interstitial spaces of the crystal. In such conditions it is easy to understand that it is either difficult or impossible to distinguish a disordered acetonitrile from a disordered methanol or ethanol molecule.

In fact the interpretation and representation of the disorder require a great deal of work for the crystallographer to produce a chemically acceptable model which often requires constraints and/or restraints to obtain stable refinements. In some programs (SHELXL, PROLSQ, etc.) there is an automatic generation of constraints and restraints based on a connectivity interpretation of the chemical structure. In other programs (for example XTAL, SIR) these constraints or restraints must be specified individually, a time-consuming and tedious task (see for instance the structure of the circular double-stranded [Fe$_5$([124])$_2$Cl]$^{3+}$ helicate where 126 032 restraints were applied in the refinement).182

In the case of highly disordered regions, the difference electron density cannot be interpreted in terms of a chemical model and the discrete-atom representation of the disordered part of the structure is of little interest to the chemist, it would seem that this is only a cosmetic but costly task dictated by the current standards required for publication of crystal structures. Indeed diffraction studies of such supramolecular compounds are a major source of frustration for the structural chemist as exemplified by the comments of Atwood:226 “High R values may lead to difficulties in publication: many referees, editors, and journals now hold crystallographic structure determinations to the same standards, regardless of the compound, supramolecular
or small-molecule. Some typical remarks from referees show their lack of experience of this class of compounds: "There is no excuse for publication of structures with diffractometer data refined to R-factors of 0.11, even with the disorder encountered"; "It is a low accuracy analysis"; "Data were collected only to a θ value of 21° (MoKα), this is only a partial data set"; and "The data to parameter ratio is very poor". These remarks are pertinent and exactly describe the intrinsic characteristics of this class of compound, which must be considered as different from that of small molecules.

4. Molecular Symmetry and Crystal Packing

As described in section II the nature of the ligands in helicates is closely linked to their possible intramolecular symmetry. If we define the mean-square line passing through the metal ions as the helical axis (Hₐ), the potential symmetry elements of the helical complex are as follows: one Cₙ axis parallel to Hₐ and n C₂ axes perpendicular to it, called C₂∥ and C₂⊥ respectively (with n = 2 or 3, Figures 10–12). Thus a homotopic double-stranded helicate (ligands of same denticity, same connectivity, same donor atoms) can ideally lead to D₂ symmetry of the complex with a C₂∥ and 2 C₂⊥. For heterotopic helicates the number of possible intramolecular symmetries decreases according to the position of the binding sites along the ligand strand and to the nature of the central ions in polynuclear complexes. Chemically, these molecular symmetries are observed in solution by spectroscopic measurements, but from a crystallographic point of view these symmetries have never been fully observed. To the best of our knowledge the existence in the same helicate of two or more crystallographic symmetry elements has not yet been reported in the literature. The frequency distribution of helicates in different space groups and their internal symmetry are reported in Figure 62. About one-third of helicates show the presence of an intramolecular symmetry (2-fold) axis of which one-half is perpendicular and one-half is parallel to the helical axis. In the most frequently occurring space group (C2/c), 70% of the compounds show an internal symmetry which is exclusively a C₂⊥ axis. Two-fold symmetries parallel to the helical axis are found for the most part in the crystal class mmm. It should be noted that no triple-stranded helicate shows a crystallographic 3-fold symmetry axis. The only related structure displaying such a symmetry is a mononuclear triple-stranded helical europium complex (i.e., it is not a helicate in the sense defined in section I).⁹ This absence of ideal symmetry in the solid state originates mainly from intermolecular interactions in the crystal packing or from the presence of side chains with a high degree of freedom precluding a rigorous application of the symmetry.

Although helicates are ionic species, their molecular packing is essentially directed by weak interactions. Their general shape being almost cylindrical, their packing shows, in most cases, a definite directionality which is not observed in other supramolecular compounds such as fullerenes or calixarenes.²²⁶ Parallel to their principal axis (Hₐ) the
molecules tend to align themselves to give the densest packing and leaving sufficient space in cavities or channels for the counterions. Since helicates are molecules possessing true or pseudo 2-fold symmetry, it is not surprising that the most-frequently occurring space group is C2/c, a group of maximum density for packing such molecules.\(^{232}\) In fact, we can demonstrate that the crystal structures of helicates, regardless of the crystal system in which they crystallize, can nearly always be described using deformed hexagonal unit cells (in a few cases a deformed tetragonal cell). As in the crystal packing of chain molecules,\(^{232}\) the helicates form layers of hexagonal close-packed cylindrical molecules and, depending on the packing of the layers, this leads to pseudohexagonal AA, AB or ABC close-packed arrangements.

All the reported helicate structures maintaining their \(C_{2\perp}\) in the crystal are found in the monoclinic system. Such a situation is observed in space groups containing some nontranslational 2-fold symmetry: C2/c, C2, and P2/c. In most cases, the pseudohexagonal direction is to be found in the ac plane (i.e. perpendicular to the unique axis of the monoclinic system) and parallel to \(H_a\). Depending on the transformation of the monoclinic unit cell to the pseudohexagonal cell, the molecular packing is formed of AA, AB or ABC close-packed arrangements (Figure 63). Two exceptions to this generalization are observed in space groups P2/n and I2/a where the helicates \([Cu_2(71)_2]^{2+}\) and \([Cu_2(48)_2]^{2+}\) maintain their \(C_{2\perp}\) in the crystal.\(^{117}\) Thus the structures show AA close-packed arrangements (columns of molecules) where the \(H_a\), the pseudohexagonal direction and the unique axis of the monoclinic unit cell are parallel (Figures 49 and 64). The above-mentioned situation is also
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**Figure 64.** Projection on the ac plane of the crystal structure of the saturated homotopic helicate \([Cu_2(71)_2]^{2+}\)\(^{117}\) showing a pseudohexagonal AA close-packed arrangement in the space group P2/n. The complex shows a crystallographic \(C_{2\parallel}\) axis parallel to the pseudohexagonal [0 0 1] direction. Hydrogen atoms, counterions, and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity.

**Figure 65.** Projection along the monoclinic c axis of the mononuclear triple-stranded helical complex \([Eu(2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid-bis(ethylamide))_3]^{3+}\)\(^{233}\) showing a pseudohexagonal AB close-packed arrangement in the space group C2/c. Hydrogen atoms, counterions, and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity.
frequently observed in many double- or triple-stranded mononuclear complexes (Figure 65) where the molecular shape is closely related to a sphere which contrasts with the elongated cylinders observed for helicates. For helicates possessing a crystallographic $C_2\|\perp$ axis, except for the above-mentioned case, the crystal packing is less compact since all observed structures adopt a true or pseudotetragonal arrangement (Figure 66). In all cases, $H_3$ is perpendicular to the pseudotetragonal direction. It should be noted that the four compounds involved in orthorhombic space groups $Pnna$ and $Pbcn$ do not possess a $C_{21}$ axis and their unit cell parameters are close to tetragonal.

In conclusion, we can say that the mere knowledge of the unit cell parameters and space group as well as the number of molecules per asymmetric unit allows (if $Z$ is less than the number of Wyckoff sites) the estimation with a high probability of the nature and the location of the molecular symmetry. Moreover, following the form of the matrix to transform the true unit cell to the pseudo-hexagonal (or pseudotetragonal) system, an evaluation of the direction of the principal axis of the helix in the unit cell can be obtained together with the type of close-packed arrangement before solving the crystal structure. It should be noted that such information can play an important role in the success of direct methods or Patterson interpretation at the stage of structure solution.

VII. Summary and Outlook

During the last decade, intense activity has been focused on the preparation of aesthetically appealing helicates and the various combinations of intrinsic informations leading to homotopic homostranded helicates have been explored for oligo-mono-, oligodi- and oligo-tridentate ligand strands (Table 1). The control of the encoded structural and electronic informations leading to the selective production of the final symmetrical homotopic helicate is now well-established and extension of this approach inspired by the induced fit concept has led to new active fields of research in chemical topology, inorganic materials, and clusters. If we consider the chemical challenge of preparing a quadruple-stranded helicate, we can reasonably imagine that the first member of this new series will be synthesized according to one of the following possibilities: (i) oligomonodentate strands with square-planar four-coordinate metal ions or (ii) oligo-bidentate strands with square antiprismatic eight-coordinate metal ions. The preparation of homostranded heterotopic helicates has been much less studied as suggested by the missing entries of Table 2. This probably arises from the increased difficulty in encoding sufficient intrinsic informations in unsymmetrical ligands for the selective recognition of different metal ions under thermodynamic control. However, heteronuclear and heterotropic helicates possess an intrinsic directionality and offer fascinating possibilities for the development of molecular devices having predetermined properties and functions (light-conversion, nonlinear optic, etc.). The high degree of structural programming and control in these supramolecular architectures: (i) distance between the metal ions, (ii) protection of the metal ions, (iii) electronic and structural properties of the coordination sites, and (iv) selective attachment of structurally organized peripheric groups for exogenous recognition have been hardly explored and only few pioneer works are concerned with the planned development of helicates for specific applications. In this context, the development of heterostranded helicates will be also interesting for the possible combination of the different electronic properties of the ligands with those of the metal ions (charge separating devices, selective RNA sequencing agents, etc.). We have no doubts that academic and aesthetic interests will lead to further developments in helicates, but we do think that the enormous potential applications of helicates, and particularly of heteronuclear and heterotropic heli-
Helicates obtained by self-processes have clearly initiated a revolution from classical coordination concepts toward extended supramolecular concepts in which the coordination bond has become a tool for the construction of larger organized architectures capable of further recognition processes based on various noncovalent interactions such as stacking interactions, hydrogen bonding, or van der Waals interactions. The main limitation of this approach results from the tedious and often complicated preparation of instructed ligand strands suitable for helicate self-assembly. This is particularly sensitive for polynuclear complexes and a large part of the publications in that field concerns dinuclear helicates. However, the global consideration of noncovalent interactions to build organized architectures provides an attractive solution to this problem with the design of inert helical building blocks which may assemble to give the final planned helicates (Figure 67). Much work has been devoted to helicates since 1987 when this term was first introduced by Lehn and co-workers. Structural control and molecular programming have been significantly explored and improved, but the use of self-assembly to provide self-organized functional supramolecular helicates is still in its infancy. Helicates will probably suffer from the competition of other fascinating inorganic and metal-containing assemblies such as grids, racks, ladders, cylinders, and symmetry-driven clusters but they will keep a predominant place if their promising potential applications as molecular and supramolecular functional devices are confirmed and developed.

### VIII. Addendum

Between the submission and the acceptance of this review, some significant publications devoted to helicates have appeared in the literature. Three of them report the detailed characterization of homotopic double-stranded helicates $[\text{Cu}_5(L)_5]^{5+}$ and $[\text{Zn}_2(L)^{147}]^2$ which exists as a dimeric cluster $[\text{Zn}_4(L)^{148}]^{2+}$ and $[\text{Ag}_4(L)^{148}(\text{OH})_2]^{2+}$. Recent significant advances in the field of heteronuclear heterotopic double-stranded and triple-stranded helicates merit further comments. Lehn and Smith have synthesized the segmental ligands $149$–$151$ (Chart 19) which possess various sequences of bidentate and tridentate binding units separated by oxypropylene spacers. According to ESI-MS and $^1$H-NMR data, $149$ self-assembles with suitable a $2:1$ mixture of Cu(I) and Fe(II) to give the programmed double-homostranded heterotopic helicate $[\text{CuFeCu}(149)]^{4+}$ where two Cu(I) occupy the terminal pseudotetrahedral binding site produced by the bipyridine units of each strand while Fe(II) lies in the central pseudooctahedral site defined by the two terpyridine subunits. This heterotrinuclear helicate is closely related to the dinuclear double-stranded helicates $[\text{CoAg}(107)]^3$ and $[\text{FeAg}(107)]^3$, where selective self-assembly has been shown to result from correct matching between the bidentate and tridentate binding units with tetrahedral (Ag(I)) and octahedral (Co(II), Fe(II)) metal ions. According to this approach, $150$ produces the double-homostranded heterotopic helicate $[\text{Cu}_2\text{Fe}(150)]^{6+}$ where the sequence of the metal ions is changed. The use of Cu(II), which displays a preference for pentacoordination, leads to the formation of the double-heterostranded homotopic helicate $[\text{Cu}_3(149)(151)]^{8+}$ in which each Cu(II) is coordinated by a bipyridine and a terpyridine unit of each strand as previously described for $[\text{Cu}_3(4)(6)]^{8+}$. This new series of heterotopic helicates suggests that the previously identified metal ion-directed strand com-
The combination of dinuclear helicate self-assembly may be extended to trinuclear helicates leading to broader perspectives for molecular programming. A fascinating new advance in this field concerns the combination of different structural motifs in the segmental ligand 152. Oligobipyridine units coded for helicate self-assembly with Cu(I) are connected to a central bispyridyl-pyridazine unit coded for the preparation of square shaped species. Reaction with Cu(I) produces selectively the nanocyclic dodecanuclear complex [Cu12(152)4]12+. The segmental ligand 153 synthesized by Albrecht and Fröhlich allows the self-assembly of the homodinuclear heterotopic head-to-tail triple-stranded side-by-side helicates (HHT)-[Ti2(153)3]− and (HHT)-[Ga2(153)3]− according to NMR data. Upon reaction with a mixture of Ti(IV) and Ga(III), the C3-symmetrical heterodinuclear side-by-side helicate [GaTi(153)3]2− is obtained selectively as demonstrated by its crystal structure. These observations are closely related to the self-assembly of (HHT)-[La2(8)3]6+ and (HHH)-[LaZn(8)3]5+ discussed in section IV.C.2).

Finally, Peng and co-workers have recently reported the first quadruple-stranded helicate. As predicted in the conclusion of this review, the first quadruple-stranded helicate results from the assembly of and oligo-monodentate ligand 154 with metal ions compatible with square planar geometries. The resulting pentanuclear unsaturated helicates [M5(152)4X2] (M = Co(II), X = NCS−; M = Ni(II), X = Cl−) possess pseudo-D5 symmetries associated with four syn-syn-syn-syn wrapped deprotonated strands about the metal ions. The distances between the metal ions are short (2.229–2.277 Å for Co(II); 2.346–2.385 Å for Ni(II)) and imply metal–metal bonding. The three central metal ions are thus pseudo-octahedrally coordinated by four N-donor atoms of the ligand strands forming an equatorial plane and two metal ions in the apical positions. The two terminal metal ions are in very similar environment except for a complementary anion occupying one apical position (NCS− for Co(II) and Cl− for Ni(II)).
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